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A B S T R A C T 
Structural equation model are sets of linear equations used to specify phenom-
ena in terms of their presumed cause-and-effect variables. They are particularly 
useful in the social and behavioral sciences and have been used to study the re-
lationship between the latent and observed variables, i.e. teaching methods and 
score result of the student etc. LISREL (Linear Structural Relationships), which 
has been developed by Joreskog and Sorbom, is a widely-used computer software 
for specifying, fitting and evaluating the structural equation models. 
In this thesis, structural equation model with both continuous and polytomous 
variables is analysed in the presence of stochastic constraints. Prior distributions 
of the structural parameters are considered based on a Bayesian point of view. 
) An iterative procedure such as Newton-Raphson algorithm is implemented to 
produce various Bayes estimates with stochastic constraints. A simulation study 
is conducted to illustrate the accuracy and behaviour of this Bayesian approach. 
With the use of LISREL, a numerical example is provided to illustrate the the-
ory. Data come from a sample of 100 police officers. They responded to eight 
questions regarding the stress they felt in various situations and the stress level 
was measured on a five point scale. Finally, a brief dicussion of the findings and 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The analysis of Structural Equation Model (Bentler 1983, Joreskog 1978), also 
known as Covariance Structure Analysis, is an applied multivariate statistical 
technique in analyzing causations and correlations among the latent and the 
observed variables. Due to its distinctive features, it has extremely wide ap-
plications in various fields including education, marketing research, psychology, 
econometrics and social science. Although Covariance Structure Analysis is used 
increasingly to analyze nonexperimental data, important statistical requirements 
for its proper use are frequently ignored. A recent review of the Covariance Struc-
ture Analysis including the statistical practice, theory and directions (Bentler k 
Dudgeon, 1996) was published. 
In behavioral and medical studies (e.g. Lord k Novick, 1968; Finney, 1971), 
._j 
the most common types of data are categorical in which continuous latent vari-
ables are observable only in dischotomous or polytomous form; for instance like 
attitude items, rating scales, performance items etc. The typical case is when a 
respondent is asked to report some attitude on scales like 
Disapprove strongly Disapprove Neutral Approve Approve strongly 
in an opinion survey. 
Nowadays, LISREL 8 (Joreskog k Sorbom, 1993) and EQS (Bentler k Wu, 
1993) are two widely used package programs for analyzing the Structural Equa-
tion Model. A comparison of the LISREL VI version 6.6 and EQS ver 2.0 pro-
grams was made for obtaining the parameter estimates in confirmatory factor 
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analysis studies (Brown, 1986). To enhance its applicability, the new version of 
EQS/Windows incorporates a feature that permits the analysis of models con-
sisting of categorical variables as well as continuous variables. 
It is assumed that any categorical variables that one plans to model are cate-
gorized versions of variables that are truly continuous as well as multivariate nor-
mally distributed. When this assumption is tme, the correlations between the un-
derlying variables can be estimated by coefficients known as polychloric and pol-
yserial correlations. The correlation between two polytomous variables is called 
the polychloric correlation while the correlation between one continuous variable 
and one polytomous variable is called the polyserial correlation. To analyze these 
kinds of correlations, some statistical methods have been developed, see Olsson 
(1979), Lee & Poon (1986), Poon k Lee(1987) etc. Nowadays, some well-known 
“ package programs like PRELIS (Joreskog k Sorbom, 1988), EQS (Bentler k Wu, 
1993) and LISCOMP (Muthen, 1988) also contain options to compute both poly-
chloric and polyserial correlations between two underlying variables. 
In the literature, Bock k Lieberman (1970) and Christofferson (1975) stud-
ied the maximum likelihood approach of a dichotomous factor analysis model. 
A more general model with polytomous variables for analysis of polychloric and 
polyserial correlation was given by Lee & Poon (1990). Based on the full maxi-
mum likelihood (FML) method and a generalized least squares (GLS) approach, 
Lee, Poon & Bentler (1992) proposed an estimation procedure and provided a 
rigorous statistical development for analysis of the model with both continuous 
and polytomous variables. Since their method involves tedious computation of 
2 
multivariate normal distribution functions, substantial computer time is required 
to obtain the solution, especially when the number of polytomous variables is 
large. Due to this reason, a computationally more efficient method named par-
tition maximum likelihood method was proposed by Lee k Poon (1987). It was 
then applied to structural equation model with both continuous and polytomous 
variables (See Lee, Poon k Bentler (1995)). 
Recently, a lot of attention has been brought to constrained estimation theory. 
In fact, the flexibility of imposing constraints is very important in the application 
of covariance structure analysis to real data. The reason is that it can give more 
freedom in defining the structure of the model and giving more precise, fruitful 
interpretation to the data. Under mild regularity assumptions, the statistical the-
ory for generalized least squares estimation with parameters subject to equality 
, constraints has been reported by Lee k Bentler (1980). On the other hand, the 
computation of estimates subject to inequality constraints has been studied by 
Lee (1980). To handle the general equality and inequality constraints simulta-
neously in covariance structure models, an efficient algorithm was proposed by 
Lee k Poon (1985). As technology advances, LISREL 8 (Joreskog k Sorbom, 
1993) and EQS (Bentler & Wu, 1993) now allow users to impose simple exact 
constraints on the parameters while the later one allows the users to handle the 
inequality constraints as well. To provide more freedom in studying the functional 
relationship among the parameters in the model, Lee (1988, 1992) extended the 
previous work to consider prior information of stochastic nature. 
In this thesis, by combining Lee's (1992) and Lee, Poon & Bentler's (1995) 
3 
work followed by using Bayesian approach to analyze stochastic prior information, 
we consider the constrained estimation of Covariance Structure Analysis with 
data of both continuous and polytomous types. 
The order of presentation is as follows. In Chapter 2, an overview of the parti-
tion maximum likelihood method applied to structural equation model with both 
continuous and polytomous variables (Lee, Poon k Bentler, 1995) is given. In 
Chapter 3, the prior information in the form of the stochastic constraints will be 
incorporated into the general structural equation model followed by studying the 
estimation technique based on the Bayesian approach (Lee, 1992). In Chapter 4, 
an artifical example is used to illustrate the implementation of the procedure and 
to examine the effectiveness of the stochastic prior information by comparing the 
accuracy of Bayes estimates with the partition maximum likelihood estimates. 
, Moreover, a numerical data example (Jobson, 1991) will be used as a particu-
lar case to illustrate the generality of the proposed procedure. Finally, a brief 
discussion of the findings and the conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Partition Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation of the General Model 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will present the structural equation model with continuous 
and polytomous variables proposed in Lee, Poon k Bentler(1995). To simplify 
the estimation procedure of the structural parameters, a computationally more 
efficient estimation based on the partition maximum likelihood (PML) approach 
is introduced instead of employing the full classical maximum likelihood approach 
proposed in Lee, Poon k Bentler(1990). In fact, the general solutions of the PML 
estimates cannot be solved in closed form and therefore the efficient and iterative 
algorithm can be used. The details of the procedure will be explained as follows. 
^ > 
2.2 Model 
Suppose that there is a population and the number of variables is r + s. At first, 
we denote X = ( X i , . . •, Xr) and Y = ( l ^ i , . . . , Ys) as continuous vectors of dimen-
sion r and s respectively. It is assumed that the joint distribution of ( X ^ Y ) ' is 
multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix E 二 E(6'o) where 
/y y \ 
^xx ^xy 
E = 
y^  V 
\ � y x �yy / 
with Sa;a;, Yj^ y h Y,yy being the covariance matrices of X , ( X ' , Y Q ' and Y re-
spectively. Note that the covariance matrix E is a matrix function of a q by 1 
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unknown population parameter vector ^o- To ensure the model is identified, it 
will be assumed that E(6>i) == E ( ^ ) implies 6>i = 6>2. 
In some circumstances, only continuous vector X is observable but continuous 
vector Y is not. However, the information of Y is available and is given by an 
observable polytomous vector Z 二 {Zi, •.. , Z^Y- The relationship between Y k 
Z is as follows : 
Zi = k{i) if o:i,fc(i) < Yi < ai^k{t)+i (2.1) 
for i = l , . . . , s and k{i) 二 1 , . . . ,m( i ) , where m{i) is the number of categories 
for the ith variable a n d � � ’ & � is the threshold parameter with « ,^1 = - 0 0 and 
<^,m(i)+l 二 00. 
Suppose that a random sample of (X ' , Z ' ) ' with size N consisting of r + s by 1 
V^  
observed vectors of the form (x'k’�k), ^0 ' is drawn, where k is the vector containing 
the multiple index (A:(1),. . . , k(s)), Xk,i(k) is the i(k)th observed vector of X with 
Z 二 k, and i(k) is the index of Xk with Z = k. According to the above notation, 
the ath component of Z, Za and i{k) will take a value from 1 , . . . , m{a) and 
1 , . . . ,rik respectively where rik is the total number of observations with Z 二 k 
and N is the overall sample size so that N 二 E^Li ^i- By marking down the 
frequency through this random sample, a s-way contingency table is obtained. 
Let Fr(k) be the probability of the kth cell of the contingency table. From(2.1), 
it can be shown that 
Pr(k) = Pr{k{l),...,k{s)) 
6 
二 Pr{ai^k{i) < ^1 < o:i,A;(i)+i, •..，Ois,k{s) < ^s < ois,k{s)+i) 
= ( - i r E …:^(-1)[:=1咖)^(%柳...，〜咖;^/) (2-2) 
i(l)=0 i(s)=0 
where v{a) = k{a) + i{a) and 
$ > 1 , . . . , « 』 - ) 二 厂 1 〜 厂 > 兀 ) ] | ^ - 4 卿 ( ^ ^ ^ ) 办 广 為 1 (2.3) 
J—00 J—00 ^ 
Since for any set ( a i , . . . , a ^ A ( a i , . . . , a s ; ^ ; y ) = ^ ( a I , . . . , a ：； ^ ) with 
Eyy = D E " " D and a- 二 aidu for any diagonal matrix D with diagonal ele-
ment dii > 0, the cell probability Pr(k) and hence the parameters corresponding 
to polytomous variables are not identified if no further restrictions are imposed. 
To solve this problem, the identification condition diag{Eyy) 二 I is imposed. Also 
assume without loss of generality that diag{^xx) 二 I 
,, Let aa be the vector of threshold parameters corresponding to Ya, pa be the 
vector containing polyserial correlations between X and Ya, Pab be the polychloric 
correlation between Ya and Y^ for a, b 二 1 , . . . , s, a < b and p^ be the column 
vector formed by stacking the ^^^^^ non-duplicated lower-triangular off-diagonal 
elements of 5]工工 sequentially row by row. To obtain the maximum likelihood 
estimate of 6 = (aJ, pJ, pl^), the following likelihood function will be maximized. 
m(l) m(s) nk m(l) m{s) nk 
L' {9 ) = n . . . n n ^ K 〜 ， k ) = n . . . n f b i ( ~ ) ^ ^ 2 ( k i 〜 ） （ 2 . 4 ) 
k{l)^l fc(s)=l i=l fc(l)=l A;(s)=l i=l 
where pi(xk,i) = (27r)-i|I]3;i| — i e x p ( — ~ ^ ' ' �^ ' ' ) 
P2(k|xk,) = ( - i ” i ^ . . : f e ( - i ) E : = " ( ~ “ < ^ . . . ， < H � ; R ) 
i(l)=0 i(s)=0 
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where a* 二 aidu for any diagonal matrix D with diagonal element du > 0 for 
i = 1 , . . . , s , R is the correlation matrix of Y|X and 
Ce： 二（^V—) — " : S ^ l ^ i K l — p'a^'xlpaY'' 
where v{a) — k{a) + i{a). 
Equivalently, the maximum likelihood estimate of 9o is the vector that mini-
mizes the following negative logarithm of likelihood function of 6>, L{6): 
m(l) m(s) nk 
L{6) 二 - l o g Z / ( 6 0 = - l o g n . . . n n ^ i ( ^ ) ^ 2 ( k | x k , i ) 
fc(l) = l fc(5) = li=l 
m(l) m{s) nk 
= — E . . . E E ( i o g ^ ^ i K O + iog p2(k|xk,)) (2.5) 
fc(l)=l k(s)=l i^l 
From the above expression, we can see that it will involve the complex com-
putation of the multivariate normal distribution function. Also, it will take lots 
, of time to compute when the dimension of the random vector is large. Owing to 
this reason, a computationally more efficient two-stage estimation method based 
on the partition maximum likelihood approach(Poon k Lee, 1987) was proposed. 
The basic features of the procedure will be described in the following section. 
2.3 The Partition Maximum Likelihood Proce-
dure 
At the first stage, S is taken to be a general symmetric matrix that has no 
structure and hence the elements in E are polychloric correlations pah between Ya 
and yj, and polyserial correlations pa between X and Ya for a, b = 1,...，s, a < b. 
8 
Apart from estimating Pab and pa, the threshold parameters ai^i ) are estimated 
at the same time. By separating the whole huge general model into smaller 
submodels, the Partition Maximum Likelihood ( P M L ) estimates (Poon k Lee, 
1987) containing pa, Pab and ai^k{i) will be obtained by computing single or double 
integrals only and lots of computer time will be saved. 
For each a = 1 , . . . , s, the polyserial correlations pa between X and Ya are 
estimated based on the observed random sample ( X �Z a ) whereas the polychloric 
correlation pab between Ya and ^ is estimated based on an m{a) x m{b) con-
tingency table containing observed frequencies corresponding to Z^ and Zb for 
£L，b— 1，. . •，S. 
2.3.1 PML estimation of pa 
, Let rik{a),^k{a)Mb)^.. • ,^k be the number of observations corresponding to Za 二 
A;(a), (Za = k{a), Zb = k{b)),..., Z = k respectively, a& = (^a,2, . . . , Qfa,m(a)) and 
Xk(a),j, j 二 1, •..，rik{a) be the observed x vectors corresponding to Z �= k{a). We 
have 
m{a) m{a) m{b) m{a) m{s) 
E ^Ka) 二 E E ^k{a)Mh) = E . . • E ^k = N, 
fc(a)=l fc(a)=l k{b)=l k{a)=l A;(s)=l 
m(a) T^-fc(a) m(l) m{s) rik 
and X^ ^ Xk(a),j = Y^ • • • Y^ Zlxk, i . 
fc(a) = l j=l fc(l) k{s) i=l 
From (2.5), 
m(l) m(s) nk i Y, V - l v , . 
m = - E . . . E E { l o g ( ( 2 < ^ J * exp ( - k’i - k ’ ” 
fc(l)=l k(s)=l i=l 
+ l o g ( ( - i r E … E ( — l ) E : ^ ) ^ > T ’ M i ) + W， . . .， < &W ( s ) ; R ) ) } (2.6) 
i(l)=0 i(s)=0 
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Considering as a special case of (2.6) with s=l，the negative log likelihood function 
becomes, 
^ ) - ^ ) _ i ( x ; w ， 2 ^ x i A H 、 、 
La{p.,aa,pa) 二 " E E {^^g ((2^) H^xx| ^ e x p ( - ^ ^ ^ ^ )) 
k{a)=l i=l 
+ i o g ( ( - i ) E ( - ^ f M < k ( a m a y ^ m 
i(a)=0 
m(a) nf,(a) i rn(a) rtf,(a) 
= ； E E log (2^) + - E E log 1¾^ 
�k(a)=l i=l fc(a)=l i=l 
1 m(a) ^k{a) 
+ 9 Y1 Y^ ^kia),i^xx^k{a),i 
丄 fc(a)=l i=l 
m{a) rik(a) 
- E E i o g W < / c ( a ) + i ; R ) - $ K , M a ) ; R ) ) 
fc(a)-l i=l 
• N I — a ) � � , 
= = — l o g (27r) + — log |E^ |^ + - Y^ [ ^k{a),^xl^Ka\^ 
� 乙 丄k{a)=l i=l 
—rr^) ng ) (广“’財�)+1 — ":二』乂&似,” — ( 0：。’咖 ) - " :巧 &问，”) ( � 7 ) 
: ( t i ^ ( l - P ^ - > a ) 4 ) ( l - P ^ - . V a ) i ‘ 
.•^r 
where $ is the standard univariate normal distribution function. 
By making use of the following one-to-one transformation proposed in Lee 
and Poon (1986), the minimization of the above-mentioned function will be much 
simplified. Let Ta,i 二 - o o , Ta,m{a)+i 二 oo, Ta 二 (Ta’2，..., ^a,m{o)) where 
Ta,k{a) = O^a,Ma)(l — Pa^xxPa)'^ (2-8) 
Ca 二 - S - > a ( l - pl^-.'Pa)-' (2.9) 
Next, we find the inverse transformations between (r^, Ca) and (a。，pa). From 
(2.8), 
O^a,k{a) = a^,fc(a)(l — Pa^xxPa)^ 
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- / _ _ L _ x - i 二 Ta,fc(a)(^  ' V - 1 ^ ) 2 丄 - P a � P a 
一 r w � Q + " : • “ ） 4 
- ^ < a ) ( l + i — ‘ g J 1 1 
二 Ta,fc(a)(l + (1 - P X x V a ) - i p X . V a ( l — p X . V a ) - ^ ) - ^ 
二 Ta,fc(a)(l + Cx4ccCi) 2 
Thus, 
aaMa) = 丁4问(1 + Cl^xxCa)"^ (2.1。） 
From (2.9), 
- E ; , V a - C a ( l - p X . V a ) ^ 
Pa 二 -^rZa(l _ Pa^xlpa)^ 
By similar argument as above, we can prove, 
� Pa = -5]x.Ca(l + Cl^xxCa)-^ (2.U) 
Next, denote the term 少广“，咖)—/"〒:'^?。)，” in equation (2.7) as A . By substituting 
， �( lVaSxx'Pa)^ 
(2.10) and (2.11) into the term A , it becomes 
^.Tg,fc(a)(l + C^xxCaY^ + (1 + Cl^xxCa)"kl^xx^Xfc(g),^ 
(1 — (1 + C ^ x C a ) - i C S , . E - i E , , C a ( l + C^xCa) -^)^ 
二 ^/(^a,fe(g) + CgXfe(a),i)(l + Cg^xa;Ca)"^N 
— � f i - c;.fixCa q ) 
^ l + C : S “ J , 1 
二 ^((Ta,fc(a) + Cxfc(g),i)(l + C^xxCa)'^ x 
— (i + C “ ) - * 
二 ^(Ta,fc(a) + Ca^k{a),i) 
Thus, we have, 
< : ) - p ; � x， ) 二 少(了。,咖）+ (X*),1) (2.12) 
( l -Pa^Va)2 
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By substituting (2.12) into (2.7), 
rN N 1 —a) n*) / 
La{px,C^a,Pa) = — log (27r) + — log |E^ |^ + - J ] Z ) ^k(a),i^xx^k(a),i 
丄 ^ Z fc(a)-l i=l 
m{a) T^k{a) 
- Y ^ Y . log (^(Ta,fcW+l + C^k{a),i) - ^{ra,k{a) + C^k{a),i)) 
k{a)=l i^l 
rN ^ ( ^ ) ^^(«) I , 
二 — log (27r) + Y^ E5(log|&o:|+Xfc(a),i5^ixfc(a),2) 
� fc(a)=l i=l ^ 
m ( a ) ^k(a) 
- ^ Y^ log (< (^7a,fc(a)+l + C'aXfc(a),i) _ ^(^a,fc(a) + C^k(a),i)) 
fc(a)=l i=l 
rN — a ) � � 
= — l o g (27r) + 5 ] 5]/Cx:Ma)’i，Ar) + Fa(Ta，Cx) 
2 fc(a)=l i=l 
二 i ^ “ A r ) + ^ ( T a , C O 
Where E ^ l i ^ 2 ^ /(勤⑷，” P.) 二 E r ( i t i [二“）^ log 丨^^+父‘对咖仏-；勒⑷，丄 
Fa{TaXa) = " E^aU ^tl' log ($(丁“’&问+1+〈輪问》一尘(、財。+(>/^(。,)）and 
F M = f log (27T) + E r d t i E = a ) f b ( ^ " a 
,*，'• 
From above, we can see that minimizing La{px, ^a, Pa) is equal to minimizing 
Fa(Ta, Ca) and F^(p^) separately. The estimates of r^, Ca and p^ will be now 
denoted as f ^ ,乙 and ^ . By using the maximum likelihood estimation, the 
lower triangular off-diagonal elements of the sample correlation matrix from the 
continuous observations can be taken as the vector Px-
Obviously, the estimates of r^ and (a cannot be solved algebraically in closed 
form. Therefore, some nonlinear optimization procedure such as Newton-Raphson 
algorithm is required to find the minimum of Fa(ra, Ca)- In general, let K 二 
(¢1, T'a) be the parameter vector, K,B be the value of the vector K and A/^^ be the 
change in the value of the vector K. for the 5th iteration. The algorithm is given 
12 
as follows. 
A^ = - j E { K ) - ' G { ^ ) , (2.13) 
where G(/^) = ^ ^ is the gradient vector, S(/^) 二 ^ ¾ ^ is the Hessian matrix 
and 7 is a step-half parameter which takes the first value in the sequence 1 , 臺 ， | , • . . 
that reduces Fa(/^). At first, set ^B 二 A for B=1 where A is a vector. If all the 
elements inside A^B < 0.0005, we stop the iteration and set k = ^B 二 A . 
Otherwise, set /^s+i = i^B + A/^^, set B 二 B + 1 afterwards and repeat the same 
procedure again. Expressions for G(^) and S(/^) are presented in the appendix. 
By making use of the equations (2.10) and (2.11), the P M L estimate (5«, Pa) 
can be found from (f^, Ca) and p^. 
2.3.2 PML estimation of Pab 
�� 
Let the sample Z be collected in an m(a) x m{h) contingency table with cell 
frequencies rik(a),m, K^) = 1 , . . . , m(a), K^) 二 1 , . . •, ^ W - By considering the 
formula (2.5) again, for r 二 0 and s 二 2, the negative log likelihood function 
becomes, 
m{a) m{b) 
Fab{aa, at, Pab) 二 一 E E 叫⑷’財石）^ g^ {Pv (^a 二 k(d), Z^ 二 k{b))) (2.14) 
k(a)=l fc(b)=l 
where (k(a),k(b)) are the ath and 6th elements of an observation Zk. Since we now 
consider an m(a) x m(b) contingency table with total sample size N containing 
the observed proportion Pj for the jth cell, Fab can be reexpressed as : 
t 
Fab{Oia,ab,Pab) 二 —J^ f j log Uj{aa,ab,pab) 
i=i 
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where t = m{a) x m(6), f j = Npj, ujj{aa, o^, Pab) = Pr{Za = k{a), Zb 二 k{b)}. 
Now, the PML estimates minimizing Fabi^a, c^ b, Pab) will be denoted as 
( ¾ , 5；, PabY. Again, these estimates can be obtained by the efficient algo-
rithm such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm proposed by Olsson(1979) or the 
scoring algorithm proposed by Lee and Poon(1987). Here, only the later one is 
presented as follows. 
A T = - g w { T ) - ^ L { T ) (2.15) 
where T = K , a, , Pab), L (T ) 二 ^ ¾ ^ is the gradient vector, w { T ) = S ? is 
the Hessian matrix and g is a step-half parameter which takes the first value in the 
sequence 1, |, ^ . . . that reduces FcJJ). At first, we set Tc 二 D for c=l where 
D is a vector. If all the elements inside A T �< 0.0005, we stop the iteration and 
“ ‘ 、 
set t = Tc = D. Otherwise, set Tc+i = Tc + A T � s e t c = c + 1 afterwards and 
repeat the same procedure again. Expressions for L (T ) and zu{T) are presented 
in the appendix. 
There are two types of threshold estimates in the P M L approach, one from the 
estimation of the polychloric correlations and the other from that of the polyserial 
correlations. As pointed out by Lee, Poon and Bentler (1994), the difference 
between these estimates are tiny. Also, since the second stage estimation of the 
parameter 6 in the correlation matrix does not involve the threshold estimates, 
it is not affected by this phenomenon. 
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2.3.3 Asymptotic properties of the first-stage PML esti-
mates 
In this section, we dicuss the asymptotic properties of the P M L estimates and 
find the weight matrix W which is useful in the second stage of estimating the 
structural parameter 6 . 
Let /¾ 二（<, C ) , P'a, = K , al p'J and ry' 二 ⑷，/¾,.. •，/¾, / ¾ , . •.，P's,s-iY 
whereas ”'�二（p;�, /^。， . . .，P:� , P'2i0,...，P's,s-i,oY be the true population vector. 
From standard maximum likelihood theory, under mild regularity conditions, 
fj' 二（尾,离，...，虎,离1,..., ^ , _ i ) ' is a consistent estimator of ” � w i t h each 
component consistent. By the mean value theorem, it can be shown that 
^jm 二 崎-)+崎％ - p , j (2.16) 
dpx dpx dpxdp'x 
‘、 ^ ^ 二 ， + , ( 反 — 从 。 ） (2.17) 
dpa dpa df3adf3'a 
^ ^ = ^ ^ + S | ^ ( ^ 6 — Pabo) (2.18) 
df3ab dpab dpahdp'ah 
>-^ “ ^ 
where p*, f3: and /¾^ are vectors lying between {px,pxo), {0a, Pao) and (J3ab,Pabo) 







V ； / 
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/ d^F.{Pl) 0 \ 
/ '-M^ \ “办办‘： / -p.-p.o \ 
0 . . •： , 
• • 
• . 
. ： n 沪尸“(忠)n 
QF(3 ) . ^a,'a “‘ n n 卵工(/。。) Pa — Pao 
狐 � A • • 二 + ： 0 •• ： • • 
‘ ： d^FahiPl,) 0 . 
. • . . dpahdp' h ~ 
^ ^ “ Pa, - Pa,o 
a^b 0 • •. 
V ： / V ； 
\ : / 
for a, b 二 1 , . . . , s, a > b. 
Next, denote 聲 二 （ 瓷 , 誤 , . . . , 誤 , | ^ , . . . , ^ ) ' and let H* be a 
1 2^ jp^ (p* ) 
diagonal block matrix with appropriate diagonal blocks, ^ ( p * ) 二 N~^ 〜:々 ， 
聰)二 A ^ — i ^ t i f and H M ) = A ^ " ^ S g for a, b = 1 , . . . , . , a > b. 
From the above notations， 
.� 
d ^ = d ^ + N W { ? j — ru；) (2.19) 
07] OT] 
Let AF(77, k, i), i 二 1,. •., rik, k{a) = 1 , . . . , m{a) be the augmented vector of 
partial derivatives so that 
/ ： \ 
df{xk,i'Px) 
dpx 
Ai^(" k i) 二 -^ Og[^ (Ta,fc(a) + l+dg,0-^(Ta,fc(a)+C>fc,0] (2.20) 
log{Pr[Za=k{g),Zb=k{b)]} 
dPab 
\ ; / 
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Prom the above matrix, we have 
f)j7f^ \ 爪⑴ — ) ^ k 
^ ^ 二 E … E E A i % ^ , M (2.21) 
““ k(i)=i fc(s)=i i=i 
Since ^^® = 0, it can be shown that 
m(l) m(s) nk 
NHv-Vo) = -H*-'l^-'^ E ... E E^^(^o,k,z)] 
fe(l)=l k(s)=l “ 1 
Since ^ , 艮 and pab are consistent estimators of p：,, /¾ and f3ab, i.e. fj ^ 7]o, 
(Xk,i \ 
we have W { f j ) 上 H("。）and thus H*(fy)-i 上 H ( ” � ” . Since is a 
\ Zk’i 
sequence of i.i.d. random variable, then by central limit theorem, the asymptotic 
distribution of N ' i E ^ L i . •. E ^ ) = i ^ - i 么巧“。,k, t) is : 
m(l) m{s) nk 
[7V-^ 亡 . . . g g A F ( 7 7 o , k , z ) ] ^ T V [ 0 , ^ ] (2.22) 
fc(l)-l fc(s)=l i=l 
乂、 where 仏 is a positive definite matrix. Since H*(r7)-^ 二 H(r/o)"^ and from 
equation (2.21), the joint asymptotic distribution of N2{r j -r ]0) is ： 
N ^ f j - V o ) 么 N[0,U{Vo)- '^ol l {Vo) - ' ] (2.23) 
where 仏 is the covariance matrix given in (2.22). 
Since the threshold parameters aa are not required in the estimation of the 
structural parameter 6, a reduced parameter vector with appropriate elements 
selected from rj is denoted as follow. 
rf = Mr] 
二 M04,/^,...,/3;,/^,...,/3^_J 
= ( A r , C1,C2^ P2iX3, " 3 1 , P32, . • . , C P's, Psl, . . . , Ps,s-l)' 
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where M is the selection matrix. From (2.22), it can be shown that 
N i { f T — r/：)么 N [ 0 , M ^ { r ] o ) - ' ^ o ^ { V o ) - ' M ' ] (2.24) 
Let a = (p；, p[, p'2, P21,P'3, P31,P32,..., fL, Psi,Ps,s-iy be the original parameter 
vector of elements in E. The partition maximum likelihood estimator a of a � i s 
obtained via (2.11). By using Delta theorem, it can be shown that 
N i { a - a o ) ^ N [ 0 , A o ] (2-25) 
where A �= ^ ' M H { v o ) - ' ^ o H { V o ) - ' M ' ^ . 
To find the weight matrix W , a consistent estimate of EU(p^) can be obtained 
from the estimate of the information matrix Ix{pxo) using an expression given by 
Steiger k Hakstian (1982). The matrix Ua{f3ao) is estimated consistently by 
H a 0 a ) and detailed expressions can be obtained in Lee & Poon (1986). From 
-•� the law of large numbers, a consistent estimate of HU(AikO is given by 
华 ） ^ ) p , 7 “ �7 dhgPr^ = Ka),Zb=^Hb)y ~ 
Hab = E E PriZa = Ka),Zb = Hb)) ^ /5.6=/3.6 
fc(a)=l k{b)^l “ 
and a consistent estimate of f } � i s given by 
m(l) m(s) nk 
n = N-' Z ... E TAn3,k,*F{fjM' 
fc(l)=l fc(s)=l i=l 
Finally, W can be chosen as 
W = J 'MH-^nH-^M^J (2.26) 
where J = J(a) is the Jacobian transformation of a and H_ i is the block diag-
onal matrix with diagonal blocks I [ i f e )，H ' ^ 0 a ) and H j ( , a b ) . Expressions 
of the derivatives in the matrix (2.20) can be obtained from Lee & Poon (1986), 
Nel(1980) and Poon & Lee (1987). 
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Chapter 3 Bayesian Analysis of Stochastic Prior 
Information 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will put much emphasis on the use of auxiliary prior informa-
tion since it plays an important role in the analysis of structural equation model. 
To provide more freedom in defining the structure of the model, we will incor-
porate this kind of information in the analysis of the general model proposed in 
Chapter 2. 
On many occasions, we may have additional knowledge that the true unknown 
parameters satisfy certain functional relationships. The basic statistical theory 
for constrained estimation relating to the prior information in the form of exact 
„ � � ’ 
equality constraints on the unknown parameters has been developed by Lee k 
Bentler(1980). However, under some circumstances, we are not completely sure 
of the validity of the prior information. Under this situation, the more flexible 
stochastic constraints should be used instead of the traditional exact constraints. 
The definition of the stochastic constraints is given by : 
fi = g { 0 ) + e (3.1) 
where p is a m x 1 vector specifying the prior information, g(6>) is a m x 1 
vector of differentiable function of 6 and e is a m x 1 random vector of error 
measurements with distribution 7V(0, r ) . It is obvious that when 6 tends to a de-
generate normal distribution with T = 0, the stochastic constraints will become 
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exact constraints. Based on the assumption that T is a known matrix, Lee(1988) 
developed statistical theory for analyzing the structural equation model with a 
single population subject to both exact and stochastic constraints. Nevertheless, 
the assumption of known matrix r may not be realistic in some applications. Ow-
ing to this reason, a method is proposed to relax this assumption via a Bayesian 
approach. 
3.2 Bayesian Analysis of the Model 
In Chapter 2, both the polyserial and polychloric correlations pa & Pab are esti-
mated under the partition maximum likelihood(PML) approach. Since we assume 
diag(X)yy)=I and diag(Sxx)=I, the covariance matrix S=E(6>) is equivalent to 
the correlation matrix P=P{PY 
: « � 
Let R be the sample correlation matrix formed from a random sample of 
size N 二 n + 1 from a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector 
and covariance matrix E = S(6>) where X)(6>) is a p x p positive definite matrix 
whose elements are differentiable functions of a q x 1 parameter vector 6. Apart 
from sample correlation matrix R , the auxiliary information is represented in the 
form of (3.1). In this case, r is considered as an unknown nuisance parameter 
matrix. Moreover, the information of |JL can be obtained either by previous study 
or introspection. 
In our model, there are two types of parameters named the structural pa-
rameters in 6 and nuisance parameters in F. Unlike a full Bayesian approach, 
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no other prior knowledge on 6 apart from the prior information given by (3 .1) , 
so the probability density function of 6>, p(6>) is assumed to be proportional to a 
constant (see, Jeffrey(1961); Zellner(1971); Lee, 1992). 
Given the correlation matrix R and prior information /i , it can be shown that 
the joint posterior density of 6 k T is given by : 
p m r T . � Pr[e,I\R,fj) 
P # | R ' " ) 二 Pr(R,M) 
oc Pr(6>,r,R, fj) 
=Pr(R,M|6>,r) X Pr(6>,r) 
=Pr(R|6>) X Pr{fi\e,T) x Pr(6>) x Pr{T) 
oc Pr{R\0) X Pr{ii\0,T) x Pr(T) (3.2) 
where 
. � ^ ( . p � p - i ( O t x - g ) T - i ( t g ) � - Pr(^6>,r) oc |r| 2 exp ( ^ ) 
Thus, 
P r ( 0 , m , f i ) oc Fr(R\e) x |r|—�xp ( — ( "―邑 ) ?� ] ( ") ) x Fr(T) (3.3) 
Similar to the analysis by Lee(1992), we consider three types of structure for r : 
3.2.1 Case 1, F 二 a^I 
In this case, the structure of the nuisance parameter matrix T is taken to be a 
diagonal matrix of dimension m x m with equal diagonal elements a^ where m is 
the number of stochastic constraints. This implies that the error components of 
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the stochastic constraints are independent of each other and they have the same 
variance cr^ . 
Under Bayesian study, many forms of prior distribution like non-informative 
prior can be used and we adopt the conjugate family(Raffia k Schlaifer, 1961; 
Lindley k Smith, 1972) which is the inverse x^ family throughout this chapter. 
That is, ^ �x l is assumed and 
p , A 一 ( ^ H e x p ( - j ^ ) 
尸�V^ — 2tr(|) 
By putting X = % a' 二 f and 蔡 = 一 禹 
脚 — d — i e x p ( - f ) 
尸 _ — 2tr(f) 
P " m @ 卷 - 1 卿 H^) vf3 Ml(g^)-^exp(-j^) 
iMn", /^ 二 ^ X ^  — 2fr(|) 
- oc ( a ^ ) - ^ e x p ( - ^ ) (3.4) 
From (3.3), 
Pr(^ ,a l^R,/x) oc P r _ ) x (a^)-fexp (—(" — gjJf — ^ O — ^ e x p ( - j ^ ) 
From (3.4), the joint posterior density for 6 and a^ is : 
1 m Pr{e,a^lK,fi ) oc Pr{K\e) x ( a ^ ) - * e x p {-^{J2(f'j-gj^^v0)) 
饥 j=i 
(3.5) 
To find the integration with respect to cr^ , i.e. 
"oo 1 rn 
1 ( 一 ) - ^ exp ( - ^ ( E ( / . , 一 仍)2 + vf3)) da\ 
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put t = cj2, a = 守 and b = Ef=i(Mj — Qj? + vf3, we have 
rr(a+i)exp {^)dt 
Jo 2t 
= _ / � - i e x P ( 4 ) A ( c = |，‘： -去） 
二 f(lr-H^cr'exp(-^c)dc 




1 777» 77T/ 
r ( W ) - f e x p ( - A ( E ( " r " � 2 + ^ ) ^ 2 ^ ( 5 > ) 1 力 2 + 明)一〒 
0^ 2a —1 j=i 
(3.6) 
Then by using (3.5) and (3.6), the posterior distribution of 0 can be expressed as 
.，.、- -
Pr( l^R, fi) = rPr{0,a^]K, fi)da^ 
J 0 771 1 
oc Pr{K\e) X | " ( a 2 ) - ™ x exp { - ( ^ ( ^ i 一 9if + 明）x ^}加“ 
0 2—1 
m 
OC P r { m X {YM - g# + ^ }—字 （3.7) 
i=i 
A 
Since log is an increasing function, the Bayesian estimate of 0 is obtained by 
maximizing (3.7) for given v and f3, or equivalently minimizing 
^ I 饥 rn 
F{0) = — log Pr{e\n, fi) 二 - log Pr(R\e) + - ^ log{X (^/i, - gif + vf3} 
i=l 
二 Q(0) + ^(^. (3.8) 
where Q(6>) 二 (cr — a{6)yW-^{a — a{6)) is the GLS function with a{6) as the 
vector a containing elements as functions of the structural parameter 0 and W is 
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a positive definite weight matrix that converges to Ao in probability. The detailed 
expression of the weight matrix W has been shown in equation (2.26). 
丄 爪 
B,{9) = ^ l og {E(M. — g# + vp} (3-9) 
i=l 
From (3.4), by taking logarithm of both sides and find the value of a^ which 
Pr{a^\v, |3) achieves its maximum, i.e. 
logPr(.^|., /3) ^ ^ i ^ l o g . ^ - g 
d\ogPr{a^\p,f3) _ _ ( " + 2 ) l u^ 二 
^ - ~ " " 2 ^ ？ 十 ^ ^ ? — 
Then, the prior distribution of a^ has a single mode at the following : 
^max - 3 (飞乂 _|_ 2 ) 
This expression gives the relationship among a, v and [3. As u gets larger, cr^ ^^ 
-o�’ 
will be close to P. 
3.2.2 Case 2, r as diagonal matrix with different diagonal 
elements 
In this case, the structure of the nuisance parameter matrix r is taken to be a 
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements cr| for i 二 1 , . . . , m. This implies that the 
error components of the stochastic constraints are independent of each other but 
with different variance cjf. Therefore, we have a total of m nuisance parameters 
namely, a f , . . . , a^. 
To specify the prior distribution of af, the conjugate family as in case 1 is again 
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used. So, for given prior constants Vi and A ，贊 is assumed to be independently 
distributed as x ^ and hence 
Pr(a?|. . ,A) oc ( a D ^ e x p { - g } (3.10) 
Since of are i.i.d., we have 
P r ( a ^ , . . . , a l h , / ^ u . . . , V m , M oc f j ( a ^ r ^ e x p { - g } (3.11) 
i=l ^ 
From (3.3), we have 
Pr(^ ,a^, . . . ,a^|R,M) 
oc P K _ X ( f k ) - * X ftexpf>-"，")} X ft(.r^exp{-g} 
. 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 2 — 1 ^ 
^ 广 … 、 h r , 2、—姐 r pMH)2+ViPiA) 
=Pr{K\0) X n { ( ^ i ) 2 X exp{ ^ I I 
i—l ^ 
- « � 
We again take integration with respect to a^, i.e. 
f^. 2x-ii^ r(Mi -9iy+^A^^^2 i ) ( � 2 exp{ —^ }da^ 
By putting t 二 a,?，a =爭 and b = (fM - gif + ^/¾, it can be shown that 
rV(a+i)exp—A^ = 2>_l)!ra oc b-汀 
Jo 
Note that this part of calculation is the same as Case 1. 
/ f ( a ? ) - ^ e x p { ( " ^ g + ” A } a � 2 ^ { ( 1 认 ) 2 + 均伐 } -宰 
Again, the posterior distribution of Q can be expressed as : 
Pr(0|R, i^) = f . . l ° V r ( M ? , . . . Z | R , A O ^ ? . . Z 
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oc Pr(R|6>) 
X / ； . . . / ； m r ^ X e x p { ( " � g^ } 加 ? . •. 8 a i 
二 Pr(R|^) X ftf(a?)-^ X e x p { ( ^ - - 么 + 将 〜 加 ? 
i=l "^ o ^ 
m ”.+l 
二 Pr(R|0) X Y[{{|i, - g,f + vAY^ (3.12) 
7二1 
Again, the Bayesian estimate of 6 is obtained by maximizing (3.12) for given iA 
and Pi, or equivalently minimizing 
m y _|_ 1 
F{6) = — log Pr(6>|R, ^) = — log Pr(R|6>) + 二 - ^ log {(^i — ^if + vA) 
i=l 
二 Q{O)^B2{O) (3.13) 
where Q{0) 二 (cr - a(6>))'W-^(a - a{6)) is the GLS function with a{0) as the 
vector a containing elements as functions of the structural parameter 0 and W 
is a positive definite weight matrix that converges to Ao in probability. 
、，、 
1 m 
B,{6)=去 5 > + 1) log{(M. - 9rf + ”满} (3-14) 
i=\ 
Similar to case 1, it can be shown that the prior distribution of Gj has a single 
mode at the following value, 
j^,max 二 PA” 二 2) 
and hence 0^譯工,Vj and /¾ has a similar relation as before. 
3.2.3 Case 3, r as a general positive definite matrix 
In this case, take r as a general positive definite matrix and the conjugate distri-
bution for r as an independent Wishart distribution with known positive definite 
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C and degree of freedom c; (See Zellner 1971, Lindley k Smith 1972). That is 
Pr{T) = { 2 T r ^ f t r ( ^ ± ^ ) } - i X | C | t | r r * X e x p { - * t r ( c r - i ) } 
^ 1 力 
oc | r � ^ x e x p { — ^ M c r - i ) } 
Hence, 
Pr(0,r|R,M) oc P r { m x |r|-^exp{-^^"^^^^^"'^^"^^ 
x|r「，exp{-^trCr-i} 
D ,D m T^  - ™ r ( M - g ) T - i ( M - g ) + t r C r - i i 
=Pr{R{6) X |r| 2 exp{ ) 
D , D m T ^ — ™ / t r ( M _ g ) ( M _ g ) T - i + t r C r - i 二 Pr(R|6>) X |r| 2 exp{ ) 
D ,D m r — ™ r M(" — g)("_g), + c } r - �  二 Pr(R|6>) X |r| 2 exp{ 1 
\ c+m+2 r tr(A + C)T-K 二 P r _ x | r | - ~ - e x p { - " ^ ^ " " " ^ ~ ~ } 
where A = {fi g) (A^  — g)'-
. _ « � 
By replacing c； by ^ + 1 and C by A + C in Pr(T), i.e. 
,(<; + l)m m(m-l) ^ _ X + 2 — i \ � i . , ^ £+1 T^  _£±7n+2 
Pr{T) = {2 2 7 T - ^ Y l r ( ^ " ~ ~ ) } - ' X |A + C | 2 |r| 2 1 z 2二1 
X e x p { - i t r ( ( A + C ) r - ^ ) } 
By using the property of the inverted Wishart probability density function, i.e. 
/ P r ( r ) a r 二 1, we have 
J |r|-^exp{-^tr {A + C)T-^]dT 
(c+l)m m(m-l) ^ — X + 2 一 i � • ^ £±i . ^ _£+l 
二 2 ^ ^ 7 T ^ " ^ n r ( ^ ^ ~ ~ - " ^ ) x | A + C | - 2 OC |A + C| 2 1 乙 %—l 
Pr(6'|R, /x) = J Pr(6>,r|R, fi)dT 
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oc Pr{RlO) X j | r | - ^ e x p { - | t r (A + C ) r _ i } 
=Pr (R|6>)x|A + q - f (3.15) 
Again, the Bayesian estimate of 0 is obtained by maximizing (3.15) or equivalently 
minimizing 
F{0) = log Pr{0\R, fi) 二 — log Pr{K\0) + ^ ^ log |A + C| 
二 Q ( 0 + B 3 ( 0 (3.16) 
where Q{0) = (a 一 o"(6>)yW_i(cr — cr(6>)) is the GLS function with a(6>) as the 
vector a containing elements as functions of the structural parameter Q and W 
is a positive definite weight matrix that converges to Ao in probability. 
B 3 ( ^ = ^ ( + l ) l og |A + C| (3.17) 
Zi 
‘ Note that the solution 6 that minimizes the objective functions (3.7)’ (3.12), 
(3.15) cannot be obtained in closed form and iterative algorithms such as the 
scoring algorithm (see, Lee k Jennrich, 1979) must be employed to obtain the 
solution. The basic step of the scoring algorithm is presented in the Appendix 11. 
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Chapter 4 Simulation Results and Numerical 
Example 
4.1 Simulation Design 
This simulation study is conducted to illustrate the accuracy and behavior of 
the Bayesian estimate with stochastic constraints under the partition maximum 
likelihood (PML) approach. In this simulation, the structure of S is chosen from 
a confirmatory factor analysis model with number of variables p 二 8 and number 
of factors k = 2, and is given by 
E = A$A' + ^, (4.1) 
where A is the factor loading matrix of dimension p x k, $ is the factor correlation 
' � matrix of dimension k x k and 屯 is a p x p diagonal matrix of unique variances. 
4.1.1 Model 
The true population values of the elements in the parameter matrices are : 
/ 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.28* 0.28* 0.* 0.*\ 
A' 二 (4.2) 
V0.393* 0.393* 0.* 0.* 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8； 
/1.0* 0.6 \ 
$二 ， 屯 = 0 . 3 6 Is 
V 0.6 i . o * y 
where Is is an identity matrix of dimension 8. Parameters with an asterisk and the 
off-diagonal elements of 屯 are treated as fixed parameters and are not estimated. 
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By using the true values given by (4.2), the diagonal elements in E are equal to 
one, i.e. diag{T,yy) 二 I and dzap(Sxx) 二 I 
A Fortran program is written and the continuous observations ( x ' , y ' ) ' with 
distribution N[Q, E ) are generated from the IMSL (1991) subroutine DRNMVN. 
In this case, we take the dimension of the continuous vector x, r 二 6 and the 
dimension of the polytomous vector y , s 二 2. The continuous observations y are 
then transformed to polytomous observations z via the following symmetric set 
of thresholds, i.e. ai 二 «2 = ( - 0 . 4 0.4) ' so that both variables zi and ^ have 
equal number of categories, i.e. 3. 
At the beginning of the simulation, no prior information on the structural 
parameters is available and the parameter estimates under the PML approach, 
i.e. P M L 1 are computed. 
.'� In some occasions, we can obtain prior information of the parameter values. 
First, we set the additional fixed population parameter values, i.e.入31 =入41 二 
0.8，A52 =入62 二 0.6 where 入” is the (i,j) th entry of A. Under the PML approach, 
the parameter estimates with the additional exact information on the parameter 
values i.e. PML2 , are computed. 
Next, we consider the following two stochastic constraints, i.e. 
0 = A41 - A31 + 6i, 0 = Ae2 - A52 + 62 (4-3) 
For convenience, the error measurements of the stochastic constraints, ej for j 二 
1,2, are taken to be independent of each other and with the same variance cr^ , 
1.e. r = a^I2 where I2 is the identity matrix of dimension 2(Case 1). From now 
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on, we assume that the prior distribution of cr^  is Inverse-x^ distribution with 
2 hyperparameters v and |3. For practical situation, we may also consider the 
case in which the error components of the stochastic constraints are independent 
of each other, with different variances cr), for j 二 l ,2(Case 2). Under the PML 
approach, the parameter estimate with the stochastic prior information on the 
parameter values for Case 1 and 2 can be computed respectively, i.e. B A Y 1 and 
B A Y 4 . 
From above, the prior distribution of a^ is assumed to be Inverse-x^ distri-
bution with two hyperparameters /y and f3. Then we may be interested in the 
change of the parameter estimates for different values of v and P, i.e. B A Y 2 , 
B A Y 3 for r = a^I2 with the same variances and different pairs of / � and /¾, i.e. 
B A Y 5 , B A Y 6 for the case of different variances, cF] where j 二 1, 2. 
' '� Thus, we analyze the data by the following methods : 
1. P M L 1 : Partition maximum likelihood approach without additional fixed 
parameter ； 
2. P M L 2 : Partition maximum likelihood approach with additional fixed pop-
ulation parameter values A31 二 A41 二 0.8, A52 二 Ae2 二 0.6 ； 
3. B A Y 1 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints 
O = A41-A31 + 61, 0 = Ae2 - A52 + 62 (4.4) 
and the covariance matrix of e = (ei, e2)' is taken to be a^h and the prior 
distribution of cfi is Inverse-x^ distribution with “ = 10.0 and /3=0.1 ； 
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4. BAY2 : same as BAY1 but take v 二 1.0 ； 
5. B A Y 3 : same as B A Y 1 but take v 二 0.1 ； 
6. B A Y 4 : the covariance matrix of e 二 (ei ,Q) ' is taken to be a diagonal 
(a l 0 \ 
matrix, and the prior distribution of crf is Inverse-x^ distribution 
V 0 a l ) 
with two hyperparameters, "i=10.0, /¾ 二 0.1, the prior distribution of a^ 
is Inverse-x^ distribution with two hyperparameters v^ 二 10.0, /¾ 二 0.1 ； 
7. B A Y 5 : same as B A Y 4 but take v^ 二 1.0,7；2 = 1.0 ； 
8. B A Y 6 : same as B A Y 4 but take vi 二 0.1,^2 二 0.1 ； 
With the three selected sample size, N = 100, 200 and 500 for each estimation 
method (1 to 8) mentioned above, we have a total of 24 designs. For each design, 
_� the process is continued until 50 replications are completed. 
4.1.2 Methods of evaluation 
The performance of the parameter estimate is evaluated from the two aspects : 
1. the accuracy of the parameter estimate ； 
2. the precision of the standard error produced ； 
Accuracy of parameter estimate For each parameter 氏，both the mean 
of parameter estimates across 50 replications, i.e. 
— 1 50 八 
5 = & g ^ J . 
户1 
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and the root mean squares differences between various estimates and the true 
population values, i.e. 
1 50 1 
RMS = {^^{0,,-0,fr^ 
OU j:l 
are computed. A parameter estimate is "better" than others if its mean of the 
parameter estimate is much closer to the true parameter value or its RMS is 
smaller. 
Precision of the standard error produced For each parameter ^, the 
sampling standard deviation of its 50 estimates from the 50 replications of simu-
lation study, SD0i) is compared with JE{Oi), the mean of the 50 replications of 
the standard error estimates of ^ . Thus, the ratio of each parameter is computed, 
i.e. 
^ 十 . — S D { 0 . ) {^E,ti(%-^)n^ 
，、 ―仍 二 爾 = ^ E - . ^ ^ ( ^ ) 
where 6i is the average of the 50 estimates of the ith parameter. If the standard 
error estimate of ^ is precise, this ratio should close to 1.0. 
4.1.3 Data analysis 
Accuracy of parameter estimate 
The means of the parameter estimates over the 50 replications are reported in 
Table la to lc. When N 二 100, the parameters are slightly underestimated for 
the continuous variables and the polytomous variables. On the other hand, the 
correlation parameter is slightly overestimated. The situation improves slightly 
when the sample size is increased from 100 to 200. Nevertheless, the parameters 
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are still slightly underestimated for the polytomous variables and the correlation 
parameter becomes slightly overestimated. The situation improves a lot when 
the sample size is increased to 500. 
The root mean square error of parameter estimates are reported in Table 2a to 
2c. As expected, the root mean square decreases when the sample size increases 
for all the methods we adopted. 
Precision of standard error estimates 
The ratios S B ^ � a r e summarized in Table 2d to 2f. It is observed that for 
SE{6i) 
standard error estimates of the factor loadings, those associated with both con-
tinuous and polytomous variables are slightly underestimated, especially for A72. 
So does the standard error estimate of the factor correlation, $21. The situation 
improves a lot when sample size increases. We can see that the standard error 
-•� estimate of the factor loading, A72 and the factor correlation, ¢21 becomes bet-
ter as sample size increases. Overall speaking, it can conclude that reasonable 
estimates are produced when sample size increases. 
4.2 Numerical Example 
In this section, a numerical data set (Jobson, 1991) will be used to illustrate the 
generality of PML-GLS procedure mentioned in the last two chapters. A sample 
of 100 police officers responded to eight questions regarding the stress they felt 
in various situations and the stress level was measured on a five point scale. The 
data are summarized in Table 3. From the data set, we can see that all the 
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variables are in ordinal scale. Thus, this example is used as a particular case of 
one that consists of both continuous and polytomous variables. 
In the following section, PRELIS and LISREL 8 will be used at first before 
further analysis. In the data set, since all the observed variables are ordinal, it 
will only involve the polychloric correlation. The first step is to obtain the matrix 
of the polychloric correlation and its asymptotic covariance matrix by PRELIS. 
In this example, we have a sample of 100 cases. Responses to the eight 
questions were scored 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 where 5 二 very high level of stress. The data 
matrix consists of 100 rows and 8 columns, and is stored in the file TABLEl.RAW. 
The PRELIS input file is shown in the Appendix III(Program 1). The matrix 
of polychloric correlation saved in the file TABLEl.PML and the asymptotic 
covariance matrix saved in the file TABLEl.ACP. These files are available upon 
-_ .� . 
request. 
4.2.1 Model 
By using similar techniques to those discussed in lots of literature, a confirmatory 
factor analysis is performed to our real data set. Therefore, in this study, the 
structure of E is chosen from a factor analysis model with the number of variables 
p = 8 and number of factors k 二 2, and is given by 
E = A$A' + ^ (4.5) 
where A is the factor loading matrix of dimension p x k, $ is the factor correlation 
matrix of dimension k x k and 屯 is a p x p diagonal matrix. 
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/ A n A21 A31 A41 0.* 0.* 0.* 0.*\ 
八‘二 
、0.* 0。* 0.* 0.* A52 A62 A72 Xs2/ 
1 \ 
1.0* $12 
$ = , 屯 二 diag ^u for i 一 1,..., 8 
^ ^21 1.0* ) 
The parameters with an asterisk and the off-diagonal elements of 屯 are treated 
as fixed parameters and are not estimated whereas parameters without an asterisk 
will be estimated. 
From the correlation matrix stated in Appendix IV, we analyze a model in 
which the variables X1,X2, X3, x4 are the indicators of the first factor and the vari-
ables x5, cc6, 007, xs are the indicators of the second factor. Next, a LISREL pro-
•� gram (Program 2) is written and the LISREL input file is shown in the Appendix 
III(Program 2). The output of the LISREL file will be shown upon request. From 
the output file, the test shows a x^ value of 27.92 with a p-value of 0.085 when 
compared to a x^ distribution with 19 degrees of freedom. This implies that the 
assumed model is favorable. A path diagram is shown in the Figure 1. 
Also, from the nature of the variables and the LISREL output, it is reason-
able to hypothesize that some elements within factor loading matrix are equal. 
Therefore, the two equality constraints, i.e. Au 二 A21, A72 二 Ag2, are considered. 
Again, the LISREL program (Program 2) is used but two other statements are 
added, i.e. 
EQ LX 1 1 LX 2 1 
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EQ LX 7 2 LX 8 2 
T(he output of the LISREL file will be shown upon request. From the output 
file, the test shows a x^ value of 28.25 with a p-value of 0.13 when compared to a 
%2 distribution with 21 degrees of freedom. This implies that the assumed model 
is favorable. Another path diagram is shown in the Figure 2. 
The next step is .to test various structural hypotheses about the full parame-
ters, Q in the model. In an attempt to reduce the number of parameters within 
a model, one can test hypotheses of the forms that certain 6>'s are equal. In our 
example, we set the following null and alternative hypothesis : 
Ho\Yt 二 T,{0) with constraints, An 二 A21, A72 = Ag2 ； 
Hi.Yi 二 XI(6>) without constraints 
The test statistic for testing Ho against Hi is : xlbs = X21-X19 二 28.25 — 27.92 = 
，'、 0.33 < xl 二 5.991. Therefore, the null hypothesis Ho is not rejected. 
Now, we continue to analyze the police officer stress data and the parameter 
vector is given by 6' 二 (An, A21, A31, A41, A52,入62，A72, Ag2, ¢12). The same methods 
used in simulation study are again presented as follows : 
1. P M L 1 : Partition maximum likelihood approach without additional fixed 
parameter ； 
2. P M L 2 : Partition maximum likelihood approach with exact constraints 
All 二 入21, A72 = As2 (4-6) 
3. B A Y 1 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints 
0 = A2i — An + ei, 0 = Ag2 - A72 + e2 (4.7) 
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and the covariance matrix of e = (e1,e2)' is cr^ I2 and Inverse-x^ distribution 
with two hyperparameters u and f3 is used as the prior distribution of a^ ； 
4. B A Y 2 : the covariance matrix of e 二（ei,。)'，is taken to be a diagonal 
/al 0 \ 
matrix, and the prior distribution of a j is Inverse-x^ distribution 
V0 ^2/ ) 
with two hyperparameters z^ i, /¾ and the prior distribution of o\ is Inverse-
%2 distribution with two hyperparameters "2, p2-
Note that the parameters of interest are the factor loading X j and the factor 
correlation $ . Thus, they appear in table 4 up to 9. However, the specific 
variances ^^ ^ for i 二 1, •. •，8 will not be listed and will be shown upon request. 
By using method 3 ( B A Y 1 ) , the parameter estimates with standard error 
are shown in Table 4. Here, we see that the parameter estimates are insensitive 
-•� to different choices of v and |3. However, the standard errors of some parameter 
estimates , like An,A21,A72,A82, are susceptible to different values of /y and f3, 
especially when v is small, say 1. The situation improves when v is much larger, 
say 1000. 
In Table 5, the first two columns gives the parameter estimates with standard 
error by using method 1 and 2 ( P M L 1 and P M L 2 ) whereas the other columns 
gives the parameter estimates with standard error by using method 3 ( B A Y 1 ) 
for different values of v and p. Remember, the prior distribution of a^ has a 
single mode at a^^^ = / ^ ( ^ ) . From Table 5，we see that when v is large enough, 
say 5 X 10® or above, there is a tendency for the stochastic constraints become 
exact provided that /3 is small enough, say 10~®. 
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By using method 4, the parameter estimates with standard error ( B A Y 2 ) 
are shown in Table 6. From Table 6, we see that the parameter estimates are 
insensitive to different choices of " i , "2, Pi and /¾ as that shown in Table 6. 
Nonetheless, the standard errors of parameter estimates are also insensitive to 
different choices of the values of the four hyperparameters. 
To give more stochastic prior information on the model mentioned above, 
one additional equality constraints is set, i.e. A31 =入41 besides Au = A21 and 
入72 二 入82. Again, the LISREL program (Program 2) is used but three other 
statements are added, i.e. 
EQ LX 1 1 LX 2 1 
EQ LX 3 1 LX 4 1 
EQ LX 7 2 LX 8 2 
' � The output of the LISREL file will be shown upon request. From the output 
file, the test shows a x^ value of 28.26 with a p-value of 0.17 when compared to a 
%2 distribution with 22 degrees of freedom. This implies that the assumed model 
is favorable. Another path diagram is shown in the Figure 3. 
Again, the null and alternative hypothesis are established and they are shown 
as follows: 
F o : S = S(6') with constraints, An = A21, A31 = A41, A72 二 Ag2 ； 
Hi:Yl 二 5](6>) without constraints 
The test statistic for testing Ho against Hi is : xlbs = X22 “ Xig 二 28.26-27.92 二 
0.34 < x l = 7.814. Therefore, the null hypothesis Ho is not rejected. 
Next, we continue to analyze the police officer stress data and the parameter 
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vector is given by 6>' = (An, A21, A31, A41, A52,入62,入72,入82,屯12). The same methods 
used in simulation study are again presented as follows : 
• 1. P M L 1 : Partition maximum likelihood approach without additional fixed 
parameter ； 
2. P M L 3 : Partition maximum likelihood approach with exact constraints 
All 二 入21, Asi 二 入41, Xj2 二 ^ 82 (4.8) 
3. B A Y 3 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints 
0 = A2i — Aii + ei, 0二入41 —入31 + €2, 0 = As2 - A72 + 63 (4.9) 
and the covariance matrix of e 二 (e1,e2,e3)' is cr^ Ia and Inverse-x^ distri-
bution with two hyperparameters v and f3 is used as the prior distribution 
).，v 
0fcj2 ； 
4. B A Y 4 : the covariance matrix of e = (ei, €2, €3)', is taken to be a diagonal 
/af 0 0 \ 
matrix, 0 o\ 0 whereas the prior distribution of o\ is Inverse-x^ 
V 0 0 o\ / 
distribution with two hyperparameters, V{, pi for i=l , . • .,3. 
By using method 3 (BAY3), the parameter estimates with standard error 
are shown in Table 7. Here, we see that the parameter estimates are insensitive 
to different choices of z/ and f3. However, the standard errors of some parameter 
estimates are susceptible to different values of u and f3. The situation improves 
when /y is much larger, say 1000. 
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In Table 8, the first two columns gives the parameter estimates with standard 
error by using method 1 and 2 ( P M L 1 and P M L 3 ) whereas the other columns 
gives the parameter estimates with standard error by using method 3 ( B A Y 3 ) 
for different values of v and f3. Remember, the prior distribution of a^ has a 
single mode at a^^^ = / 3 ( ^ ) . From Table 8, we see that when v is large enough, 
say 5 X 10® or above, there is a tendency for the stochastic constraints become 
exact provided that /3 is small enough, say 10-6. 
By using method 4，the parameter estimates with standard error ( B A Y 4 ) 
are shown in Table 9. From Table 9, we see that the parameter estimates are 
insensitive to different choices of " i , 1/2, Pi and ft as that shown in Table 9. 
Nonetheless, the standard errors of parameter estimates are also insensitive to 
different choices of the values of the four hyperparameters. 
"" Table 10 shows the number of iterations required to find the parameter es-
timates of the factor loadings and factor correlation by using different methods. 
With the stopping criteria of the iteration, i.e. e 二 0.0001, the number of it-
erations is almost the same, about 8 except in some cases like B A Y 1 with (i) 
p = 0.1, /3 二 0.1, (ii) V = 0.1, f3 = 1 or (iii) v = 1, f3 二 0.1, a higher number of 
iterations is required, i.e. 13, 9 or 10 respectively. 
For easier reference, all the notations concerning the estimation methods in-
side this section are summarized in Appendix V. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Discussion 
In this thesis, stochastic prior information in the form of stochastic constraints 
on the parameters of the model has been introduced in the analysis of structural 
equation model with both continuous and polytomous variables. A method based 
on the Bayesian approach (See Lee, 1992) has been developed to obtain various 
Bayes estimates via a generalized least-squares approach with an appropriate 
specified weight matrix. 
Based on the results of the simulation study and numerical example, we can 
see that the provision of the stochastic prior information not only provides us 
more freedom in studying the functional relationship among the parameters in 
the model but also gives accurate and reliable estimates generally. It should be 
reminded that all the results developed here are based on the normality assump-
�-Y 
tion of the random vector. However, if the underlying distribution is unknown 
or other than normal, the applicability of the procedures is suspected. Thus, 
the problem of robustness of the various Bayes estimates may be an interesting 
research topic in the future. 
In Chapter 3, the posterior distribution of the parameters of interest is needed 
to compute. Nevertheless, in some situations, it may be rather difficult to manage 
the posterior distribution. Thus, the full Bayesian methods like the Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is recommended. Perhaps it may also be 
an interesting research topic in the future. 
In Chapter 2, it has been mentioned that the polychloric and polyserial thresh-
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old estimates of the PML approach are not necessarily identical. In Chapter 3, 
we concentrate on PML estimation with constraints on the parameters like factor 
loadings \ j . In fact, we can modify our procedure mentioned in Chapter 3 and 
Appendix II so that PML estimation can be done under the constraint that the 
two types of threshold parameters are equal. 
In Chapter 4, the simulation indicates that the catergorized variables have 
symmetric thresholds and an equal number of catergories. It is undeniable that 
real data will rarely be like that in our numerical example. When these conditions 
are violated, the methods would still work but the computational aspects of the 
methodology will become much more complicated. 
Apart from the continuous and polytomous data, there are other types of data 
like censored data, truncated data etc. In the literature, Poon et a/.(1997) stud-
* � ied the analysis of structural equation models with censored data whereas Tang 
et al. (1997) studied the maximum likelihood estimation in covariance structure 
analysis with truncated data. However, the stochastic prior information in the 
form of stochastic constraints has not been introduced in the analysis of the struc-
tural equation model with censored data or truncated data. Thus, it may also be 
an interesting research topic in the future. 
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Appendix I: 
Useful formulas for computing polyserial correlations, pa 
Let 4> be the standard normal density function, it can be shown that 
^ ( T = C ' X & 0 _ ,Xh)X& 
dC 
and 
dHr, + Cx,.)—(树丁& + C ' � ) ifk=h 
彻 " 10 otherwise 
By using these two results, it can be shown that 
dFg 二 ^ ^ -X,,{0(r,+1 + Cx,.) — ^ {Tk + C^ki)} 
~^ ^ tihi {¢(^ +^1 + ^¾) - Hrk + C'xfc.)} 
仏二〒 •ijh + C'Xhi)  
^ — h {H^h+i + C^hi) — ^ K + C x h ) } 
V* ^  
—"F 0(r, + C'x,-1,,) 
— h {¢(^/. + C'x,_i,.) - $ ( r^ - i + C'x^-i,^)} 
d^Fg 二 ^ ^ Xfe,X;,{0(Tfe+i + CXfe,) - 0(Tfe + CXfe,)}^ 
顾 - h h {Hn+i + C'x,.) - $(r, + Cx,.)F • , , 
^ ^ Xfc,X;^{(Tfc+i + C,X^Tk+l + C'xfci) - (jk + C'Xki)(KTk + C'xfc,)} 
^hk {$(r,+i + c ^ ) - ^ ( T . + c ^ ) } 
d^Fg 二 " F ‘ [0(T>^ + C'A-l,i){0(T7^ + 6< : " - l , i ) - 0 (7V4+C ' :X /^ - l ,O } 
d ^ = ^ ^ h - i , i i - ~ ~ " { $ ( r ^ + C'x,_i,,) 一 $ ( r^ - i + Cxh-I,)y 
(Th + (Xh-l,i)^(Th + CXh-l,i) n 
{$(T/^ + Cxh-i,i) — $ (r^ - i 4- Cxh-I,i)}^ , 
_ ^ , Mru + (^hi){^{Th+i + Cx^i) - (j){Th + C'Xhi)} 
~h {^K+i+C^) -^ ( r , + Cx^>2 
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{Th + C'Xhi)<KTh + C'X/^ 0 
{^(r,+i + (Xhi) — Hrn + C'x/^ .)} 
d^Fg = 〒 ^{Th^C'^h-i,M^h-i^C'^h-i,i) if 爪 二 h - 1 
dThdTm — ^ {$K + CX/^-l,,) - ^Th-l + C^h-l,i)V 
二 〒 ^ijn + Cx,-i,,)  
一 hi {H^h + C^h-i,i) — Hrn-i + C^h-i,i)V 
X [0(r^  + C'Xh-l,i) + (Th + C'X/^ -l’i){{$(77^  + (Xh-l,i) 
小， , , ' � U 1 丄 ^  •ijh + C�M)  
-岭“- l + �X " - l , M } ] + ^ 例 丁 糾 + ( � 2 ) - $ ( 7 7 ^ + � ) } 2 
X [^ {Th + C'^ hi) + {Th + C'xhi){{^ {Th+l + C'Xhi) 
-^(T/, + C'xhi)}}] if m = h 
= _ y 0 ( r W x ^ w 6 O u ) i f ^ = “ i 
^{$(r,+i + C ^ ) - ^ ( r , + CxU}^ 
二 0 otherwise. 
This give the expressions for G(/^) and H(/^). 
，、 Useful formulas for computing polychloric correlations, pab 
Let p* 二 (p i , . . .,ptY be the vector that consists of all observed proportions 
and oj* 二 (cui, • •. ,c^t)' be the corresponding cell probabilities. Since we have 
the constraint, i.e. E L i Pk = 1, E L i ^k = 1, let p = (pi,... ,Pt-iY and cv 二 
(<^i,..., ^ t-i). 
Based on these notation, we have 
L(T) = ^ ^ ^ = -Nv^- '(p-c^) 
uj(T) = N v ^ - ' v 
where • = V ( T ) = §f,功—丄 二 ^ - ' ( T ) = cj^' + J ^_ i , cu = cj(T). 
Note that J is a (t — 1) x (t — 1) matrix with all entries equal to 1 and uJn is a 
diagonal matrix with entries in o;(T) as diagonal elements. 
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Appendix II: Computer Algorithm 
Procedure 
1. Given the parameter vector, e.g. 6 — (An, A21, A31, A41, A52, Ae2, A72, Ag2, ^21), 
assign the initial value 0 — 6>o ； 
2. Under the P M L approach, we obtain fj = (a, p) where a is the estimate of 
the threshold parameter and p is the estimate of the covariance matrix of 
the whole vector. Note that a is of no use in this stage ； 
3. The weight matrix W = {cov{p))-^ is obtained from p while cr(6>o), i.e. cr = 
(p；, pl, p'2, P21,P3, P31,P32,..., P;’ PsU Ps,s-iY is obtained from 6>o. Substitute 
々，W 二 {cov{p))'^ and cr(6>o) into the following modified generalized least 
square ( G L S ) function, i.e. 
- » > • 
Qc{0) = Q{e) + Bc{0) 
‘ { p — a{e)yw-\p - a{6)) + 守 log {EZM " 9i? + 冲、 c 二 1 
二 < {p — a{e)yw-\p - a{6)) + i j:T=M + 1) log {{fH - Qif + vA] c = 2 
�{ p - a{e))'Vsf-^{p — a{6)) + \{p + 1) log |A + C| c = 3 
4. Next, we obtain the first and second derivative of Qc{0) with respect to 6>， 
Qe(6>) and ^(6>) forc= 1,2, i.e. 
Qc{0) 二 Q{6) + B,{6) 
f^y 
二 ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ) e^c {cj{e)-p)^BM 
•• 泥 dT>' “ 
糊 二 S ( V 0 V ) | ^ + B c W 
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5. Denote 6p as the value of the vector 6 and M p as the change in the value 
of the vector 6 for Pth iteration. Next, consider the equation, 
^Op - -E^pUc{0)-'Qc{0) 
where c = 1 ,2, 3 and ¢/) is the step-halving parameter, i.e. {¢/) : 1，^, \,...}. 
At first, set Op 二 Q for P=\ where Q is a vectoi.. If all the elements 
inside AO!) < 0.0005, iteration stops and set 0 = 0!) = Q. OUierwise, set 
� ) + i = Op + AOp and , set P = P + 1 afterwards and repeat tlio same 
procedure again. 
• Q j~) 
Analytical expressions of B[6) 二〔~^  
We obtain the following expressions. For i 二 1 , . . . , r + s + /, 
‘ - ^ i r ; U f H - fJj? + y 0 ) - ' { ^ l U 2(M, - 9 j f ^ } c ^ i 
-、 iUO). 二 - EJLi(t', + 1)(//. — fjj){{f^'j — f j j ? + y A } ~ ' ^ (• 二 2 
^-i( , + l)^A^(//,-g) C = 3 
• • -^ 2 J) 
Analytical expressions of B{9) 二 丽 
\V(�obt ain tlie following expressions. For i = 1，... , r^s + L k 二 1 , . . . ， ' r + .s + /. 
_ , A . ― ― 守 却 - 如 的 、 1 0 0 ^ 如 ( 丨 , 、 ^ 
J—1 J—J � m ^ rn -^ 
- l {E( /0 — ^)2 + r,3}—2{E(,,j — g , ) ' ^ H U f i j — g j ) ^ } 
j=\ j=i ？ j=i k 
“ ‘ d^ a 
iMOhk 二 —Z{(rj + l)(/~ — ^){("J_"�2 + t，》4}-i^^ 
J=1 ？ 
+C�+ i){(/^ . - g � r - r,3MU^j — gj f + ^ ' .^ ) " '¾¾} 
•• 1 c)2 ds. ‘ 
B-m,, 二 —3(<;+i){^^A*(" — g) + ^ { A * ® ( " — g)'A*(" — g) 
+(" — g ) ' A � A � - g ) — A * } g } 
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where r = dimension of continuous vector x, s 二 dimension of polytomous vector 
z, 1 = number of factor correlation elements to be estimated and A* = (A + C ) _ i 
Appendix III: PRELIS and LISREL Program 
Program 1 {PRELIS) 
POLICE OFFICER STRESS UNDER DIFFERENT SITUATIONS 
DA NI=8 
LA XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 
RA FI=TABLEl.RAW 
OR ALL 
OU M A = P M SM=TABLEl.PML SA=TABLEl.ACP PA 
Program 2 {LISREL) 
POLICE OFFICER STRESS UNDER DIFFERENT SITUATIONS 
� DA NI=8 N0=100 M A = P M 
LA XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 
PM FI=TABLE8.PML 
AC FI=TABLE8.ACP 
MO NX=8 NK=2 LX=FI PH=FI TD=FI 
FR LX 1 1 LX 2 1 LX 3 1 LX 4 1 LX 5 2 LX 6 2 LX 7 2 LX 8 2 
FR PH 1 2 PH 2 1 
FR TD 1 1 TD 2 2 TD 3 3 TD 4 4 TD 5 5 TD 6 6 TD 7 7 TD 8 8 
VA 1 PH 1 1 PH 2 2 
OU SE TV AD=OFF IT=250 
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Appendix IV: Correlation Matrix of the Numerical Example 
Correlation matrix for Eight Psychological variables 
/ X l X2 X3 X4 X5 ^6 X7 Xg \ 
X l 1.000 
X2 0.406 1.000 
X3 0.205 0.134 1.000 
X4 0.345 0.280 0.375 1.000 
X5 0.035 0.206 0.034 0.214 1.000 
Xe 0.293 0.239 0.514 0.403 0.087 1.000 
X7 0.117 0.113 0.304 0.304 0.147 0.479 1.000 
^ 8 0.287 0.223 0.437 0.290 0.216 0.449 0.386 1.000/ 
Variable Descriptions 
，、-
X l : Handling an investigation where there is serious injury or fatality. 
X2 ： Dealing with obnoxious or intoxicated people. 
X3 : Being unable to solve a continuing series of serious offenses. 
X4 : Investigating domestic quarrels. 
X5 : Tolerating verbal abuse in public. 
Xe : Resources such as doctors, ambulances etc not available when needed. 
X^ : Poor presentation of a case by a prosecutor leading to dismissal of charge. 
X^ : Unit member not getting along with unit commander. 
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Appendix V: Notations of parameter estimates in ^ 4.2... 
P M L 1 : Partition maximum likelihood approach without additional fixed pa-
rameter ； 
P M L 2 : Partition maximum likelihood approach with exact constraints 
入11 =入21，入72 二 ^ 82 ； 
P M L 3 : Partition maximum likelihood approach with exact constraints 
入11 = ^21, A31 二 入41，入72 二 久82 ； 
B A Y 1 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints (Equal diagonal elements 
inside covariance matrix, i.e. a=a1=a2) 
0 = A21 一 All + ¢1, 0 = As2 — A72 + €2 ； 
，、 B A Y 2 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints (Different diagonal ele-
ments inside covariance matrix) 
0 二 入21 — All + ^i, 0 =入82 — 入72 + 2^ ； 
B A Y 3 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints (Equal diagonal elements 
inside covariance matrix, i.e. a=a1=a2=cr^) 
0 二 A21 — All + ei, 0 二 入41 — Asi + €2, 0 = Xg2 一 ^2 + 3^ ； 
B A Y 4 : Bayesian approach with stochastic constraints (Different diagonal ele-
ments inside covariance matrix) 
0 二 入21 — All + ei, 0 二 入41 — Asi + €2, 0 二 As2 — A72 + e3. 
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Table 2c : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, a^ 二 (一0.4, 0.4) 
Parameters Mean of the parameter estimates, sample size 二 100 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二0.5 0.4683 0.4772 0.4669 0.4675 0.4671 0.4669 0.4670 0.4669 
A2i = 0.5 0.4980 0.4951 0.4965 0.4985 0.5012 0.4969 0.4970 0.4976 
Asi 二 0.8 0.7848 0.8000* 0.7850 0.7853 0.7854 0.7873 0.7873 0.7873 
入41 = 0.8 0.7886 0.8000* 0.7872 0.7872 0.7844 0.7857 0.7858 0.7865 
� - : ‘ 
As2 = 0.6 0.5872 0.6000* 0.5880 0.5891 0.5895 0.5863 0.5864 0.5874 
As2 = 0.6 0.5862 0.6000* 0.5874 0.5877 0.5875 0.5858 0.5859 0.5862 
入72 二 0.8 0.7861 0.7894 0.7861 0.7865 0.7879 0.7880 0.7880 0.7877 
As2 = 0.8 0.7823 0.7865 0.7823 0.7817 0.7880 0.7813 0.7813 0.7808 
$21 = 0.6 0.6177 0.6239 0.6201 0.6205 0.6235 0.6206 0.6207 0.6221 
* indicates fixed parameter. 
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Table 2c : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, a^ 二 (一0.4, 0.4) 
Parameters Mean of the parameter estimates, sample size = 200 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二0.5 0.4937 0.4961 0.4944 0.4947 0.4946 0.4927 0.4927 0.4931 
入21二0.5 0.4991 0.4975 0.4999 0.4902 0.4902 0.4981 0.4981 0.4983 
入31二 0.8 0.7983 0.8000* 0.7978 0.7973 0.7946 0.7969 0.7968 0.7964 
入41 = 0.8 0.7969 0.8000* 0.7987 0.7998 0.7938 0.7968 0.7971 0.7986 
As2 - 0.6 0.5927 0.6000* 0.5937 0.5939 0.5948 0.5914 0.5915 0.5923 
入62 = 0.6 0.5936 0.6000* 0.5944 0.5948 0.5969 0.5928 0.5929 0.5935 
入72 二 0.8 0.7921 0.7901 0.7920 0.7923 0.7923 0.7919 0.7920 0.7921 
As2 = 0.8 0.7993 0.7974 0.7990 0.7987 0.7977 0.7986 0.7986 0.7984 
$21 = 0.6 0.6107 0.6171 0.6107 0.6107 0.6199 0.6133 0.6132 0.6130 
* indicates fixed parameter. 
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Table 2c : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, a^ 二 (一0.4, 0.4) 
Parameters Mean of the parameter estimates, sample size 二 500 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
An = 0.5 0.5001 0.5020 0.5005 0.5005 0.5003 0.5096 0.5096 0.5096 
入21二 0.5 0.5025 0.5020 0.5027 0.5028 0.5034 0.5019 0.5019 0.5020 
入31 = 0.8 0.8077 0.8000* 0.8077 0.8078 0.8080 0.8073 0.8073 0.8075 
入41二 0.8 0.8043 0.8000* 0.8039 0.8035 0.8015 0.8032 0.8032 0.8130 
- - ^ . 
入52二 0.6 0.6025 0.6000* 0.6026 0.6024 0.6014 0.6013 0.6013 0.6013 
入62二 0.6 0.6020 0.6000* 0.6026 0.6027 0.6032 0.6016 0.6016 0.6016 
入72二 0.8 0.8036 0.8039 0.8035 0.8035 0.8034 0.8038 0.8038 0.8038 
入82二0.8 0.8061 0.8049 0.8061 0.8060 0.8059 0.8060 0.8060 0.8060 
$21 = 0.6 0.6028 0.6029 0.6030 0.6031 0.6030 0.6024 0.6024 0.6025 
* indicates fixed parameter. 
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Table 2a : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, ai = ( - 0 . 4 , 0.4) 
Parameters RMS, sample size 二 100 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二0.5 0.0819 0.0705 0.0819 0.0811 0.0791 0.0833 0.0832 0.0827 
A2i 二 0.5 0.0889 0.0718 0.0898 0.0892 0.0874 0.0905 0.0904 0.0900 
Agi = 0.8 0.0836 **** 0.0789 0.0749 0.0659 0.0764 0.0760 0.0744 
入41 二 0.8 0.0641 **** 0.0620 0.0582 0.0566 0.0640 0.0634 0.0600 
、v」V_ 
入52 = 0.6 0.0767 **** 0.0751 0.0725 0.631 0.0737 0.0735 0.0729 
As2 = 0.6 0.0554 **** 0.0544 0.0538 0.0530 0-O539 0.0537 0.0533 
A 7 2 = O.8 0.1113 0.1126 0.1120 0.1119 0.1111 0.1114 0.1114 0.1115 
入82二 0.8 0.0764 0.0813 0.0779 0.0777 0.0790 0.0773 0.0773 0.0775 
$21 = 0.6 0.1298 0.1177 0.1289 0.1285 0.1280 0.1244 0.1244 0.1253 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 2b : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, a^ = ( - 0 . 4 , 0.4) 
Parameters RMS, sample size = 200 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
An = 0.5 0.0489 0.0509 0.0485 0.0487 0.0478 0.0489 0.0488 0.0485 
入21 = 0.5 0.0605 0.0659 0.0603 0.0609 0.0605 0.0598 0.0598 0.0597 
入31 二 0.8 0.0529 **** 0.0507 0.0484 0.0418 0.0503 0.0501 0.0482 
入41 二 0.8 0.0547 **** 0.0507 0.0485 0.0411 0.0528 0.0524 0.0491 
- o ^ ) 
入52二 0.6 0.0529 **** 0.0511 0.0500 0.0431 0.0538 0.0537 0.0529 
入62二 0.6 0.0425 **** 0.0421 0.0416 0.0390 0.0431 0.0431 0.0427 
Ar2 = 0.8 0.0797 0.0787 0.0800 0.0798 0.0796 0.0799 0.0798 0.0798 
入82 二 0.8 0.0660 0.0656 0.0662 0.0664 0.0667 0.0668 0.0668 0.0668 
$21 = 0.6 0.1049 0.1025 0.1051 0.1051 0.1048 0.1054 0.1054 0.1052 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 2c : Root Mean Square of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous variables 
and 2 categorical variables with symmetric set of thresholds, a^ 二 (一0.4, 0.4) 
Parameters RMS, sample size = 500 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二 0.5 0.0300 0.0291 0.0297 0.0297 0.0293 0.0303 0.0302 0.0302 
入21二0.5 0.0405 0.0393 0.0406 0.0407 0.0410 0.0405 0.0405 0.0406 
Asi = 0.8 0.0308 **** 0.0301 0.0293 0.0252 0.0306 0.0306 0.0299 
入41 = 0.8 0.0297 **** 0.0291 0.0282 0.0241 6.0290 0.0289 0.0282 
. ,^ . -^ 
入52二 0.6 0.0384 **** 0.0382 0.0377 0.0348 0.0381 0.0380 0.0379 
Ae2 = 0.6 0.0230 **** 0.0233 0.0233 0.0232 0.0229 0.0229 0.0229 
入72二0.8 0.0629 0.0624 0.0630 0.0630 0.0629 0.0627 0.0627 0.0627 
入82 = 0.8 0.0603 0.0616 0.0604 0.0604 0.0604 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601 
$21 二 0.6 0.0742 0.0742 0.0746 0.0747 0.0748 0.0733 0.0733 0.0733 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 2d : Ratio of SD(^) over ^ ( ¾ ) of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous 
variables and 2 categorical variables with symmetric thresholds, a^  = (-0.4,0.4) 
Parameters Ratio of SD(^) over 5¾(¾), sample size 二 100 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
Au = 0.5 1.166 1.013 1.163 1.162 1.149 1.184 1.183 1.178 
入21 = 0.5 1.266 0.972 1.286 1.287 1.287 1.293 1.292 1.292 
入31 = 0.8 1.187 **** 1.182 1.169 1.162 1.139 1.140 1.160 
入41二 0.8 1.159 **** 1.191 1.190 1.132 1.103 1.102 1.102 
. - ^ 
A52 = 0.6 1.093 **** 1.105 1.102 1.097 1.070 1.069 1.075 
入62二 0.6 1.135 **** 1.122 1.115 1.119 1.106 1.104 1.098 
入72 = 0.8 1.243 1.238 1.275 1.286 1.208 1.289 1.290 1.292 
入82 = 0.8 1.197 1.201 1.031 1.022 1.009 1.005 1.005 1.004 
$21 = 0.6 1.304 1.352 1.395 1.301 1.319 1.330 1.332 1.345 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 2e : Ratio of SD(i^) over JE{Oi) of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous 
variables and 2 categorical variables with symmetric thresholds, a^  二 (-0.4,0.4) 
Parameters Ratio of SD(^) over 3 ^ ( ¾ ) , sample size 二 200 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二0.5 1.113 1.143 1.111 1.120 1.181 1.111 1.110 1.109 
入21二 0.5 1.034 1.063 1.029 1.043 1.048 1.030 1.030 1.029 
入31 = 0.8 1.177 **** 1.163 1.142 1.199 1.153 1.151 1.136 
入41二 0.8 1.125 **** 1.104 1.106 1.118 1.124 0.821 1.102 
� � � -
入52二 0.6 1.108 **** 1.187 1.182 1.115 1.138 1.137 1.126 
入62二 0.6 1.053 **** 1.042 1.031 1.068 1.069 1.068 1.059 
Ar2 二 0.8 1.207 1.261 1.218 1.219 1.221 1.208 1.208 1.211 
入82 二 0.8 1.065 1.028 1.064 1.063 1.050 1.071 1.071 1.068 
$21 = 0.6 1.297 1.263 1.205 1.210 1.224 1.280 1.280 1.280 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 2f : Ratio of SD(^) over 6¾(¾) of the parameter estimates, 6 continuous 
variables and 2 categorical variables with symmetric thresholds, a^ 二（—0.4, 0.4) 
Parameters Ratio of SD(^) over ^ ( ¾ ) , sample size 二 500 
value PML1 PML2 BAY1 BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 BAY5 BAY6 
入11二 0.5 1.087 1.033 1.075 1.075 1.072 1.099 1.099 1.097 
入21 = 0.5 1.004 1.066 1.005 1.006 1.010 1.015 1.015 1.015 
入31 = 0.8 1.042 **** 1.031 1.018 1.044 1.048 1.047 1.035 
入41二 0.8 1.012 **** 1.010 1.006 1.088 1.015 1.014 1.011 
、卞、 
入52 = 0.6 1.009 **** 1.008 1.004 1.074 1.025 1.025 1.026 
入62 = 0.6 1.016 **** 1.017 1.015 1.099 1.020 1.020 1.020 
A72 = 0.8 1.134 1.098 1.136 1.134 1.122 1.134 1.134 1.133 
As2 = 0.8 1.049 1.058 1.051 1.051 1.043 1.023 1.023 1.023 
$21 二 0.6 1.057 1.035 1.066 1.068 1.077 1.030 1.031 1.031 
**** indicates that the corresponding entry is not available. 
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Table 3 : Police Stress Data 
X i X2 X2, X4 义5 ^ ^7 Xg X i X2 X3 X4 X5 Xe X7 ^8 
2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 4 2 
1 1 2 3 1 1 3 2 4 3 2 3 4 4 5 4 
1 2 3 5 2 4 5 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 3 2 
2 2 1 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 
1 3 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 2 
1 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 5 1 2 3 4 3 4 2 
2 3 2 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 5 3 4 
3 1 1 3 2 3 3 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 
2 1 1 4 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 3 2 5 4 5 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 
，、 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 4 3 2 3 2 4 4 1 
2 1 2 3 5 5 4 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 4 2 
4 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 3 3 3 
3 3 4 3 4 4 3 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 1 
2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 2 1 4 3 
2 3 5 4 4 4 5 2 1 1 5 3 3 3 3 1 
1 3 3 2 4 4 1 4 5 3 3 3 4 4 5 4 
2 2 1 3 3 3 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2 1 2 
1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 5 5 4 5 4 
3 4 4 2 3 5 3 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 4 2 
(to be continue) 
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Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X^ Xj Xs Xl X2 X^ X4 X^ XQ Xj x^ 
3 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 1 3 3 1 5 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 5 
1 2 4 3 3 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 3 
3 3 2 4 4 3 4 4 2 2 1 3 3 4 3 1 
3 4 5 4 4 5 5 4 1 1 3 4 4 2 3 4 
2 1 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 4 
4 2 3 4 3 5 5 5 3 2 2 4 4 3 1 2 
1 1 2 4 5 4 4 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 3 
1 3 3 4 4 5 3 2 3 5 3 3 2 2 3 2 
5 4 1 5 5 5 4 4 3 4 3 4 5 5 5 4 
2 1 5 5 5 5 4 5 1 1 2 3 4 3 5 2 
_>、， 
2 3 1 3 3 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 1 
1 2 1 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 1 4 5 4 5 2 
1 1 1 2 4 4 4 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 4 3 
2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 4 1 3 4 4 
1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 4 1 4 4 3 4 3 3 
1 3 1 4 4 5 3 1 3 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 
1 2 3 1 2 4 2 1 1 5 4 2 2 4 3 3 
1 2 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 5 1 
3 2 2 4 3 4 3 5 3 5 1 4 3 4 4 2 
2 1 3 3 3 4 4 1 3 1 1 3 1 4 3 3 
(to be continue) 
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Xi X2 Xs X4 X5 XQ Xj X% Xi X2 X2, X4 X^ X^ Xj x^ 
4 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 2 3 1 5 5 1 3 4 
3 2 2 4 5 4 4 3 4 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 
1 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 2 
2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 4 4 2 
2 3 3 4 4 3 3 2 3 5 3 4 4 4 4 3 
1 2 3 4 2 1 3 3 1 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 
3 1 1 5 4 4 3 2 1 1 4 • 5 3 5 4 3 
1 1 2 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 2 3 1 3 5 1 
2 1 1 4 2 3 1 1 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 
Variable Descriptions 
^ ^ 
X i : Handling an investigation where there is serious injury or fatality. 
X2 ： Dealing with obnoxious or intoxicated people. 
X3 : Being unable to solve a continuing series of serious offenses. 
X4 : Investigating domestic quarrels. 
Xs ： Tolerating verbal abuse in public. • 
XQ : Resources such as doctors, ambulances etc not available when needed. 
X7 : Poor presentation of a case by a prosecutor leading to dismissal of charge. 
Xs ： Unit member not getting along with unit commander. 
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Table 5 : Parameter Estimates (S.E.) of numerical example , PML1, PML2 
and B A Y 1 using Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and 
z/=0.1 z/=0.1 7乂二1 z/=l /y=10 
/3=0.1 /3=1 /3=0.1 [3=1 /3=0.1 
All 0.51246 0.51543 0.51420 0.51569 0.51497 
(0.0732) (0.0780) (0.0772) (0.0804) (0.0790) 
A21 0.51252 0.51348 0.51347 0.51333 0.51343 
(0.0773) (0.0918) (0.0896) (0.0982) (0.0945) 
A31 0.71119 0.70514 0.70611 0.70216 0.70396 
(0.0947) (0.0948) (0.0948) (0.0950) (0.0949) 
A41 0.72636 0.72861 0.72826 0.72962 0.72902 
(0.0689) (0.0684) (0.0685) (0.0682) (0.0683) 
�—” 
A52 0.24528 0.24604 0.24594 0.24628 0.24621 
(0.1057) (0.1061) (0.1060) (0.1062) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82024 0.82266 0.82230 0.82363 0.82304 
(0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) 
A72 0.64918 0.66362 0.66117 0.67134 0.66683 
(0.0693) (0.0797) (0.0780) (0.0849) (0.0818) 
As2 0.63883 0.62119 0.62476 0.61339 0.61845 
(0.0699) (0.0811) (0.0793) (0.0861) (0.0831) 
¢12 0.82181 0.82269 0.82256 0.82300 0.82282 
(0.0694) (0.0701) (0.0700) (0.0704) (0.0703) 
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Table 5 : Parameter Estimates (S.E.) of numerical example , PML1, PML2 
and B A Y 1 using Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and 
u=io u=m z/=ioo u=mo u=mo 
f3=l /3=0.1 (3=1 f3=0.1 f3=l 
An 0.51587 0.51510 0.51589 0.51511 0.51589 
(0.0807) (0.0792) (0.0808) (0.0792) (0.0808) 
A21 0.51328 0.51343 0.51328 0.51343 0.51328 
(0.0991) (0.0952) (0.0992) (0.0952) (0.0992) 
A31 0.70171 0.70366 0.70167 0.70363 0.70166 
(0.0950) (0.0949) (0.0950) (0.0949) (0.0950) 
A41 0.72976 0.72912 0.72978 0.72913 0.72978 
(0.0682) (0.0683) (0.0682) (0.0683) (0.0682) 
� > � . 
A52 0.24628 0.24623 0.24678 0.24623 0.24628 
(0.1060) (0.1061) . (0.1062) (0.1061) (0.1062) 
As2 0.82377 0.82314 0.82378 0.82315 0.82378 
(0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) 
A72 0.67246 0.66760 0.67257 0.66768 0.67258 
(0.0856) (0.0823) (0.0857) (0.0823) (0.0857) 
As2 0.61215 0.61758 0.61202 0.61749 0.61200 
(0.0868) (0.0836) (0.0868) (0.0837) (0.0869) 
<I12 0.82303 0.82285 0.82304 0.82286 0.82304 
(0.0705) (0.0703) (0.0705) (0.0703) (0.0705) 
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Table 5 : Parameter Estimates (S.E.) of numerical example , PML1, PML2 
and BAY1 using Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and 
N=100 
PML1 PML2 7/=5(106) "=5(iQ6) " = 5 ( 1 0 ” " = 5 ( 1 0 ” " = 5 ( 1 0 ’ "=5(lQio) 
々二10-6 /3=10—2 々二10-6 々二10-2 f3=io-Q /3=10—2 
An 0.51600 0.51193 0.51193 0.51295 0.51193 0.51295 0.51193 0.51295 
(0.0810) (0.0715) (0.0715) (0.0745) (0.0715) (0.0745) (0.0715) (0.0745) 
A21 0.51324 0.51193 0.51193 0.51290 0.51193 0.51290 0.51193 0.51290 
(0.0998) (0.0715) (0.0715) (0.0814) (0.0715) (0.0814) (0.0715) (0.0814) 
A31 0.70139 0.71317 0.71317 0.70967 0.71317 0.70967 0.71317 0.70967 
(0.0950) (0.0946) (0.0946) (0.0947) (0.0946) (0.0947) (0.0946) (0.0947) 
A41 0.72986 0.72554 0.72554 0.72695 0.72554 0.72695 0.72554 0.72695 
��� (0.0682) (0.0690) (0.0690) (0.0688) (0.0690) (0.0688) (0.0690) (0.0688) 
A52 0.24628 0.24491 0.24491 0.24558 0.24491 0.24558 0.24491 0.24558 
(0.1062) (0.1055) (0.1055) (0.1058) (0.1055) (0.1058) (0.1055) (0.1058) 
Ae2 0.82387 0.81933 0.81933 0.82088 0.81933 0.82088 0.81933 0.82088 
(0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) (0.0654) 
A72 0.67325 0.64446 0.64446 0.65284 0.64446 0.65284 0.64446 0.65284 
(0.0862) (0.0657) (0.0657) (0.0719) (0.0657) (0.0719) (0.0657) (0.0719) 
As2 0.61126 0.64446 0.64446 0.63455 0.64446 0.63455 0.64446 0.63455 
(0.0873) (0.0657) (0.0657) (0.0728) (0.0657) (0.0728) (0.0657) (0.0728) 
¢12 0.82306 0.82144 0.82144 0.82206 0.82144 0.82206 0.82144 0.82206 
(0.0705) (0.0692) (0.0692) (0.0696) (0.0692) (0.0696) (0.0692) (0.0696) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , BAY2 
Data : Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and N=100 
"1=0.5, U2=l 7々=0.5, 7^2=1 "1=^5，1/2=10 "1二5，1^2=10 "1二50, "2=100 
/3i-0.5, A = 1 A = 5 ,历二 1 0 A = 0 . 5 , f32=l A = 5 ,战二 1 0 A = 0 . 5 , /%=1 
An 0.51490 0.51589 0.51541 0.51594 0.51546 
(0.0800) (0.0809) (0.0805) (0.0809) (0.0806) 
A21 0.51224 0.51314 0.51226 0.51318 0.51270 
(0.0969) (0.0995) (0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950) 
A31 0.70160 0.70142 0.70152 0.70l41 0.70151 
(0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950) 
A41 0.72969 0.72984 0.72976 0.72985 0.72977 
(0.0681) (0.0682) (0.0682) (0.0682) (0.0682) 
.，、" 
A52 0.24714 0.24637 0.24676 0.24633 0.24672 
(0.1060) (0.1062) (0.1061) (0.1062) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82252 0.82373 0.82311 0.82379 0.82317 
(0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67552 0.67348 0.67452 0.67338 0.67442 
(0.0852) (0.0861) (0.0857) (0.0867) (0.0857) 
As2 0.61228 0.61136 0.61182 0.61132 0.61178 
(0.0862) (0.0872) (0.0867) (0.0872) (0.0867) 
¢12 0.82317 0.82307 0.82312 0.82306 0.82311 
(0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
/yi=50, /71=500, "1=500, "1=5000， "i=5000, 
"2=100 /72=1000 /72=1000 "2=10000 /72=10000 
/3i=5,/32=10 /3i=0.5, /%=l /3i=5, /^2=10 A=0 .5 , p2=l A = 5 , p2=lO 
An 0.51595 0.51547 0.51595 0.51547 0.51595 
(0.0809) (0.0806) (0.0809) (0.0806) (0.0809) 
A21 0.51319 0.51270 0.51319 0.51270 0.51319 
(0.0997) (0.0988) (0.0997) (0.0988) (0.0997) 
A31 0.70141 0.70151 0.70141 0.70150 0.70141 
(0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950) (0.0950). (0.0950) 
A41 0.72985 0.72977 0.72985 0.72977 0.72985 
(0.0682) (0.068) (0.0682) (0.0682) (0.0682) 
1，>. 
A52 0.24633 0.24672 0.24633 0.24672 0.24633 
(0.1062) (0.1061) (0.1062) (0.1061) (0.1062) 
Ae2 0.82380 0.82318 0.82380 0.82318 0.82380 
(0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67337 0.67441 0.67337 0.67441 0.67337 
(0.0861) (0.0857) (0.0861) (0.0857) (0.0861) 
As2 0.61131 0.61177 0.61131 0.61177 0.61131 
(0.0872) (0.0867) (0.0872) (0.0867) (0.0872) 
$12 0.82306 0.82311 0.82306 0.82311 0.82306 
(0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0705) 
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Table 5 : Parameter Estimates (S.E.) of numerical example , PML1, PML2 
and BAY1 using Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and 
iy=OA V =0.1 z/=l z^=l i/=10 
/3=0.1 /3-1 /5=0.1 P = l /3二0.1 
All 0.51346 0.51444 0.51398 0.51559 0.51490 
(0.0725) (0.0792) (0.0790) (0.0805) (0.0944) 
A21 0.50693 0.50783 0.50731 0.51126 0.50899 
(0.0762) (0.0913) (0.0905) (0.0975) (0.0945) 
A31 0.71417 0.71158 0.71260 0.70428 0.70815 
(0.0817) (0.0846) (0.0835) (0.0923) (0.0885) 
A41 0.72485 0.72577 0.72544 0.72871 0.72720 
(0.0627) (0.0638) (0.0633) (0.0670) (0.0654) 
> v 
A52 0.24225 0.24268 0.24246 0.24516 0.24383 
(0.1050) (0.1052) (0.1051) (0.1059) (0.1056) 
As2 0.82107 0.82193 0.82162 0.82342 0.82270 
(0.0651) (0.0652) (0.0652) (0.0653) (0.0652) 
A72 0.64692 0.66168 0.65992 0.67102 0.66701 
(0.0682) (0.0778) (0.0765) (0.0845) (0.0815) 
Ag2 0.63215 0.62628 0.62855 0.61465 0.62011 
(0.0680) (0.0786) (0.0772) (0.0855) (0.0824) 
¢12 0.82103 0.82140 0.82126 0.82258 0.82197 
(0.0685) (0.0690) (0.0688) (0.0701) (0.0695) 
(to be continue) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
zy=io u=m p=m u=mo 7"=iooo 
f3=l � = 0 . 1 f3=l /3=0.1 /3=1 
An 0.51586 0.51509 0.51589 0.51511 0.51589 
(0.0808) (0.0800) (0.0808) (0.0800) (0.0808) 
A21 0.51249 0.50949 0.51263 0.50954 0.51265 
(0.0990) (0.09521) (0.0991) (0.0952) (0.0991) 
A31 0.70246 0.70725 0.70225 0.70715 0.70223 
(0.0940) (0.0894) (0.0942) (0.0895) (0.0942) 
A41 0.72943 0.72755 0.72952 . 0.72759 0.72953 
(0.0677) (0.0658) (0.0678) (0.0658) (0.0678) 
A52 0.24586 0.24412 0.24594 0.24416 0.24595 
� • � . 
(0.1061) (0.1057) (0.1061) (0.1057) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82371 0.82288 0.82374 0.82290 0.82374 
(0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67249 0.66807 0.67265 0.66819 0.67266 
(0.0856) (0.0823) (0.0857) (0.0824) (0.0857) 
As2 0.61245 0.61870 0.61221 0.61855 0.61219 
(0.0867) (0.0832) (0.0868) (0.0833) (0.0868) 
4>i2 0.82288 0.82211 0.82292 0.82212 0.82292 
(0.0704) (0.0697) (0.0704) (0.0697) (0.0704) 
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Table 5 : Parameter Estimates (S.E.) of numerical example , P M L 1 , P M L 2 
and B A Y 1 using Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and 
N=100 
PML1 PML3 /y=5(lQ6) z/=5(106) 1^-5(10^) ^.=5(10^) z/=5(lOio) "=5(1010) 
f3=l0-^ /3-10-2 々=10-6 /3=10-2 々=10-6 /3=10-2 
An 0.51600 0.51158 0.51158 0.51283 0.51158 0.51283 0.51158 0.51283 
(0.0810) (0.0775) (0.0775) (0.0783) (0.0775) (0.0783) (0.0775) (0.0783) 
A21 0.51324 0.51158 0.51158 0.50665 0.51158 0.50665 0.51158 0.50665 
(0.0998) (0.0775) (0.0775) (0.0880) (0.0775) (0.0880) (0.0775) (0.0880) 
A31 0.70139 0.71849 0.71849 0.71559 0.71849 0.71559 0.71849 0.71559 
(0.0950) (0.0764) (0.0764) (0.0800) (0.0764) (0.0800) (0.0764) (0.0800) 
A41 0.72986 0.71849 0.71849 0.72435 0.72695 0.72554 0.72695 0.72554 
• (0.0682) (0.0690) (0.0690) (0.0688) (0.0690) (0.0688) (0.0690) (0.0688) 
A52 0.24628 0.24198 0.24198 0.24214 0.24198 0.24214 0.24198 0.24214 
(0.1062) (0.1044) (0.1044) (0.1048) (0.1044) (0.1048) (0.1044) (0.1048) 
As2 0.82387 0.81898 0.81898 0.82048 0.81898 0.82048 0.81898 0.82048 
(0.0654) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0651) (0.0653) (0.0651) (0.0653) (0.0651) 
A72 0.67325 0.64541 0.64541 0.65381 0.64541 0.65381 0.64541 0.65381 
(0.0873) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0717) (0.0653) (0.0717) (0.0653) (0.0717) 
As2 0.61126 0.64541 0.64541 0.65390 0.64541 0.65390 0.64541 0.65390 
(0.0873) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0722) (0.0653) (0.0722) (0.0653) (0.0722) 
d12 0.82306 0.82038 0.82038 0.82083 0.82038 0.82083 0.82038 0.82083 
(0.0705) (0.0676) (0.0676) (0.0682) (0.0676) (0.0682) (0.0676) (0.0682) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
Data : Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and N=100 
771=0.5, "2 = 1, "3二1.5 "1=0.5, /^2二1, "3二1.5 "1 = 5，1^2二10’ "3二15 
/3i=0.5, ft=l, ft=1.5 /^i=5, ft=10, ft=15 伪二0.5，A=h A = 1 . 5 
Aii 0.51593 0.51599 0.51594 
(0.0802) (0.0809) (0.0806) 
A21 0.51247 0.51315 0.51271 
(0.0960) (0.0993) (0.0978) 
A31 0.70244 0.70151 0.70210 
(0.0903) (0.0944) (0.0926) 
A41 0.72942 0.72981 0.72957 
(0.0661) (0.0679) (0.0671) 、 
> : � - , 
A52 0.24581 0.24622 • 0.24597 
(0.1057) (0.1061) (0.1059) 
A62 0.82373 0.82385 0.82378 
(0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67260 0.67319 0.67284 
(0.0856) (0.0861) (0.0858) 
As2 0.61232 0.61137 0.61195 
(0.0866) (0.0872) (0.0868) 
$12 0.82287 0.82304 0.82293 
(0.0701) (0.0705) . (0.0703) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
7々=5, 1^2=10, " 3 = 1 5 "1=50，"2=100, "3=150 "1=50, u2=lOO, "3二150 
/3i=5, /^2=10, /%=15 A=0.5, /%=1, f3s=1.5 f3i=5, /^2=10, ft=15 
All 0.51600 0.51595 0.51600 
(0.0809) (0.0806) (0.0809) 
A21 0.51318 0.51274 • 0.51319 
(0.0996) (0.0980) (0.0996) 
A31 0.70147 0.70207 0.70146 
(0.0947) (0.0929) (0.0948) 
A41 0.72983 0.72958 0.72983 
(0.0680) (0.0672) (0.0681) 
A52 0.24625 0.24598 0.24625 
’ (0.1061) (0.1060) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82386 0.82378 0.82386 
(0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67321 0.67286 0.67321 
(0.0861) (0.0858) (0.0861) 
As2 0.61133 0.61192 0.61133 
(0.0872) (0.0869) (0.0872) 
$12 0.82304 0.82294 0.82305 
(0.0705) (0.0703) (0.0705) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
/yi=500, "2=1000, "3=1500 "i=500, "2=lOOO, "3=1500 
A - 0 . 5 , /32=1,伪二1.5 A = 5 , /^2-10, A = 1 5 
All 0.51595 0.51600 
(0.0806) (0.0809) 
A21 0.51274 0.51319 
(0.0980) (0.0996) 
A31 0.70206 0.70146 
(0.0929) (0.0948)‘ 
A4i 0.72958 0.72983 
(0.0672) (0.0681) 
A52 0.24599 0.24625 
、 (0.1060) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82378 0.82386 
(0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67286 0.67321 
(0.0858) (0.0861) 
As2 0.61191 0.61133 • 
(0.0869) (0.0872) 
$12 0.82294 0.82305 
(0.0703) (0.0705) 
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Table 6 : Parameter Estimates (Standard Error) of numerical example , B A Y 2 
/yi=5000, //2=10000, "3=15000 7�=5000, 7y2=lOOOO, "3=15000 
A = 0 . 5 , /32=1, ^3-1.5 Pi=5, ft=10, ft-15 
An 0.51595 0.51600 
(0.0806) (0.0809) 
A21 0.51274 0.51319 
(0.0980) (0.0996) 
A31 0.70206 0.70146 
(0.0929) (0.0948) 
A41 0.72958 0.72983 
(0.0672) (0.0681) 
A52 0.24599 0.24625 
� - � -
(0.1060) (0.1061) 
As2 0.82378 0.82386 
(0.0653) (0.0653) 
A72 0.67286 0.67321 
(0.0858) (0.0861) 
As2 0.61191 0.61133 
(0.0869) (0.0872) 
<I12 0.82294 0.82305 
(0.0703) ( 0 . 0 7 0 5 ) . 
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Table 10 : Number of iterations for P M L 1 , P M L 2 , P M L 3 , B A Y 1 , B A Y 2 , 
B A Y 3 , B A Y 4 
Data : Police officer stress data with 8 categorical variables and N=100 
Criterion : £ = 0.0001 
P M L 1 P M L 2 P M L 3 
8 8 8 
B A Y 1 jy=0.1 iy =0.1 iy=l iy=l "二10 
/3=0.1 j6=l /^ =0.1 /^ =1 /3=0.1 
13 9 10 8 8 
B A Y 1 iy=10 iy=100 iy=100 iy=1000 i/=1000 
^v. 
/3二1 /3二0.1 /3=1 /3=0.1 /3二1 
8 8 8 8 8 
BAY2 "1=0.5， /�=0.5, "i=5, "1=5， "i=50, 
i^ 2 = l, Z/2 = 1, Z^2 = 10, Z/2 = 10, Z/2 = 100, 
/3i=0.5, A = 5 , A = 0 . 5 , A = 5 , A=0 .5 , 
A=1 A=10 A=1 A=10 /32=1 
8 8 8 8 8 
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B A Y 2 /yi-50, 7々二500, "i=500, "i=5000, "i=5000, 
772=100, "2=1000, "2=1000, z^ 2=10000, "2=10000, 
A=5, A-0.5, f5i=5, A=0.5, pi=5, 
/¾二10 /¾二l 02=10 A - 1 02=10 
8 8 8 8 8 
) 
B A Y 3 u=0.1, V =0.1, 7乂=1， " = 1 , 77=10， 
/3=0.1 /3二1 /3=0.1 'f3=l /3=0.1 
13 9 10 8 8 
B A Y 3 /y=10, z/=100, /y=100, z/=1000, ?/二1000， 
f3=l /3=0.1 p=l /^ =0.1 f^=l 
-^>-   
8 8 8 8 8 
BAY4 771=0.5, /�=0.5, "i=5, "1二5， /�=50， 
Z/2 = 1, Z^2 = 1, /^ 2 = 10, Z^2 = 10, ^ = 100, 
7^ 3 = 1.5, 7々二1.5, /^ 3 = 15, > 3 = 15 773 = 150, 
A=0.5, A=5， 风二0.5’ "1=5, A=0.5, 
fh=l, A = 1 0 , 02=h 02=10, 战二1, 
/^ 3=1.5 /%=15 /3s=1.5 /33=15 "3二1.5 
8 8 8 8 8 
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BAY4 "1=50, "1二500, "i=500, //i=5000, "!=5000, 
/72=100, "2=1000, / ^ 2 = 1 0 0 0 , /72=10000, "2=10000, 
//3-150, //3=1500， "3=1500， /73=15000, "3=15000, 
A=5 , A-0 .5 , /3i=5, A=0.5, Pi=5, 
/^2=10, A=1 , A=10, /%二1， /^2=10, 
Ps=lb f3s=1.5 /3s=15 ft=1.5 /3s-15 
8 8 8 8 8  
-，>-. 
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Figure 1; Path Diasram 
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一 Figure 2; Path Diasram 
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Figure 3; Path Diaeram 
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